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Decrease of American Sugar CrO]))i).

In Louisiana, the yield of sugar has been
decrea.ing for some years past.
gives statistics in the
i

which prove this.

A planter.

New Orleans Crescent

I

The sugar cane is propa- I

gated by cuttiugs, the same as the potato.

It

has been discovered by experience that no an
nual plant can be propagated by cuttings from
year to year in t he same locality and in the
same kind of soil. The cultivation of the potato
affords the most complete illustration of this
principle, hence scientific fdrmers endea vor to
obtain seed raised at some distance from where
they reside, and on soil somewhat different
from that in which

they

to plant

intend

Those who cqj.tivate the sugar cane, in

it.

Louisiania and other places, should take meas
ures early to obtain

new cuttings and seed

cane for their next crops from the West India
Islands,

in order to improve their yield of su

gar.
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At the late meeting of the Royal Agricul
tural Society, England, when the trial of reap
ers was held, as noticed in our last number, a

Steam Plow constructed by Mr. Fowler wa�
also tested.
engine.
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It plowed one o.cre and sixteen

poles in an hour with an 8-hor�e power steam
------�.�.�....-..
�----lUmnento �tori.

James Bremner, Engineer, who managed to
remove the steamer

Great Britain after she was

wrecked in Dnndram Bay, and after many en

gineers of a far higher reputation had tried to

do so, and failed, died last month at his native
place, Wick, in North Britain.
•
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Root

Cofi'ee.

A very good coffee can be made of beet

the operation of compression; also the mode

means of rock shaft, D, and rods, E F. The
root in the following manner :-Out dry beet latter has a friction roller, G, upon its upper
root into very small pieces, then gradually end, which follows the configurations of cam

of expanding the piston so as to compensate
for its wear.

heat it in a close pan over the fire for about wheel, H. The latter is attached to
gear
fifteen minutes. Now introduce a little sweet wheel, 1. The actuating power which drives
fresh butter and bring it up to the roasting the machine is applied at J.
heat.

The butter prevents the evaporation of

the sweetness and aroma of the beet root, and

the sectional figures,

human system as coffee or chicory.
�
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rectangular

Art\lJ.clal Light for Taking Photograph•.

A very brilliant light has been produced by

plates,

right angles against the side edges of a, the

face corresponding with the form of molds, C,
and exactly fitting the same.

The longitudi

and fall at the right moment by means of a

nal plates,

double cam, N

from each other by thin plates or shoulders,

1.

longitudinal plates a, and the transverse plates

together.

By thus enlarging the area of the

sated for the wear of its edges, and adjusted
to fit the molds at all times.
The working parts of this machine are all
of the strongest character, and the arrange

ci, are separated a short distance ment is such that they cannot easily get out
of order. Both ends of the machine may, if
1'he b', so inserted as to have a slit, b, between desired, have a set of molds attached, and,

This double cam is
carries

plates are inserted between the ends of the

d, to be brought at pressing surface of the piston, it is compen

four plates thus put together forming a sur

frame, M M', both of which are caused to rise

N' O.

f.

In case of wear, strips of metal or thin

a, having d, and the beveled or inclined edges,!, and

their ends arranged in such a manner as to

enable the outer edges of

The lower pistons are attached to a sliding

directing a stream of oxygen gas into the operated by the shaft which

flame of coal gas which had been previously

longitudinal

tapering on one of their

sides so as to admit wedges,

transverse plates, d, of the same thickness, again inserting thinner wedges to secure them

The necessary pressure is effected by means

of four pistons, two of which rise through the

frame, L L', and the upper pistons to a sliding

..

2 and 3.

The pressing face of the piston is formed

when fully roasted it is taken out, ground, and bottom of mold, C, and two descend through
used like coffee. A beverage made of it is the top. The upper pistons, K , only are shown
cheap, and, no doubt, equally as good for the

'1.'hese features are shown in

and made slightly

them of sufficient capacity to allow the es

movement of the cam is such that the faces of

passed through cotton and naph: la in order the two pairs of pistons are made to move toto surcharge it with carbon. Wi 1 this light, wards each other, when within the molds, C

thus provided, the apparatus will turn out

cape of the condensed air, at the upper and

20 000 bricks per diem, all pressed in the very

using a reflector, a photograph 0: an engra the lower pistons rising, and the upper pistons
ving was taken by the camera in \ very short falling, the clay being pressed, with tremenperiod.
dous force, between them. After the pressure

lower parts of the brick, during the operation

best

of pressing, but not of sufficient width to 0.1-

bricks is well known.

has taken place, the pistons rise until the bot-

tend nearly the whole length, and are increased

toms of the bricks are brought up even with

in width as they extend to the opppsite sur

,

.. 1'48 ,'''

New Brick Pre9S.

Our engraving shows a new invention for
pressing bricks out of dry clay, for which let
ters patent were granted to Mr. Stephen Us
tick, of Philadelphia, Pa., July

10, 1855.

The clay, after having been finely pulverized
is placed in the hopper, A, whence it descends
into the sliding mold boxes, B.

These boxes

move back and forth, and serve to carry the
clay forward to the molds, C,
falls, and is then

pressed.

into which it
The

vibratory

movement of the mold boxes, B, is effected by

the table, P.

The box, B, now comes for-

lower pistons descend, and the clay falls into
suspended and stationary until the box, B, is
before described.

air to escape from the molds,

during

of

pressed

There is a saving of

which afford a free passage for the es

quire to be dried so long as the common bricks.
But for want of some rapid means of effecting
the pressure and other obstacles, the expense
of manufacturing is considerable.

It is be

lieved that in the improvement here illustra

The apertures may be cleaned by the inser

ted, all difficulties have been removed.

The

should enter them.

some time, with such success, as to justify

tion of wires or other devices, in case the clay inventor has had machines in operation for

withdrawn, when they descend and press, as

the

superiority

b, between the plates, ex preparation for the kiln, as they do not re

cape of the air at the ends of the pistons.

the molds, the upper pistons, K, remaining

Among the novel features connected with

These spaces,

face of the plates until they open into channels,

c,

At the same time the

this improvement, is the method of allowing

The

low the passage of any material part of the time in their manufacture, so far as regards
clay.

ward, and its front end pushes the bricks forward on to table, P.

manner.

I

'

a, are secured firmly to the body him in believing that pressed bricks can be
of the piston, by means of dovetailed projec- produced ,(l.t a cost but slightly, if at all ex
The plates,

tions or tongues, e, attached to plates a, said
tongues,

ceeding the price of common bricks.

For fur�

e, being inserted in corresponding ther information address the patentee as

mortises, which are larger than the tongues

© 1856 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

above.
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SWEEPING STREETs-Robert A. Smith,of Brooklyn,
I claim, first, placing the main broom cylinder
under the axle of the traveling wheels. .substantIally
and fbr the purposes set forth.
Second, the curved guides, f, of broom cylinder axle,
concentric with the driving pulley for keeping the driv
ing band tight in all portions of the said cylinder.
Third, hanging the conveyor on its driving shaft,with
its lower extremity rcstingon wheels running on the sur_
face ofthe ground, as specified.
Fourth, ihe arrangement of scre w, box. and guide.s
with the shaft of tbe gutter brush, for regulating the in
clinatien and preventing the oscillation of said brush, as
specified,
Fifth, the combination of the cylinder brush and gut.
ter brush with the elevator, arranged and operating sub.
stantially as specified,
,y ASHING MACHINEs_RileySmith, of rrowanda, Pa,:
I am aware that a hand rubbing board has been used in
the same machine with a rubbing board operated by le
vers ; this I do not claim.
But 1 claim conllectin� the hand and lever rubbers by
a pivotrd brace, which serves the double purpose of
a guide in operating the lever rubber, and a brace for
raising up and holding in a (�onvenient position the hand
rubber,the whole being arranged for the purpose and in
the manner set forth,
STEA�r ENGINEs-\Vm,A. Clark, of'St, Louis,Mo.: I
claim the arrangement oftwo or more pistom on the one
piston rod within the one cylinder. diVIded into compart
m.ent.., the movement ofeach piston being limited to its
respective compartment, and an the pistons traveling in
the same direction, as set forth.
L
y :: IIl�l�i�I�h--;)��id�d �:;P��!��In�;i�h�����,1�
combination with the springs, D D, and the ring, c, the
whole operating substantially as described.
REPAIRING RAlJ�WAY BARs-James D Cawood, of
Marshall, Mich.: I do not claim the anvil block nor its
recesses,
I claim the movable press block, D, having its edge
formed to the side of the rail. G, in combination with
another block,D, with its edge of a similar but reversed
form, the movable block to be operated by two cams, or
in any other convenient manner. lor the purpose of'pl'ess_
ing between them a T or otherwise shaped rail, thereby
facilitating the difficl operation of welding or renewing
the ends of such rails after they have been damaged, in
the mallner d�8cribed and f)Y the purpose set forth.
ARTIFICJAL l!'l;£L-l{.obert Courtney, of Alba.ny. N.
y,: 1 claim the rendering coal dust or screenings into
merchantable artificial fuel, by combining coal dust with
clay, lime, and coal tar, or other bituminous or resinous
material, and subjecting them to all the parts of the pro
cess, in manner and form set forth and described.
F.I':EDING SAWI�G �frLLs-Calvin andGco. S, Dilkes,
ofAllowaystown, N,J.: We do not claim operating the
feed wheel by means of pa.wls operated by the saw D.-arne
through the medium of a leyer.
a
c
e
a s
th�f\�e'd w�!�inb�����O�}Or�� ���f. H� :;�j :U�l�� ��
short cylinder. G, and its stud. q,in combination with the
slotted lever arm,F, and its plate, E, the same being con
combined, and operated togethel'substantially as
��?fd:tt.
I... uEnICA'l'r�G Tl-{ROS'l'I,E SPlNDLEs-Geo. W.Daugh�
erty, ofCroz erviUe, Pa" and Thomas G. MeLaughlin,of
Philadelphia, Pa,: "'e claim the lubrication of throstle
i :'! l he manner and for the purpose substantially

GnAIN AND GRASS HARVESTER- Wm. p, M-axson, of
Albion, \Vis.: I claim the wheel, H, attached to the
driving wheel,F, in combination with the curved sliding
lever. G, (on which the driving wheel is hung.) and
straight lever, U, when arranged to operate in the man.
ner and for the purposes set forth,
"'\VINDMILL-Ephraim Whitman, of Abington, Mass.: I
ta
�i��mflt�!e�Of,b\}1�ti��ri���f��r�1��bli�g{ ��l:a[�s . il
i �
l and
i
:a���� �; �r t:i��:!h�: s�t�ta�fi�liy �� d����i� �d�
And in combination with the wind flume, A, the series
of turninl{ blinds or gates, M, and the wind wheel.
G, the
whole bemg applied and made to operate together sub.
stantially described,
And i� combination with the wind flume,A. and its
wheel, G, I claim the series of guide plates,L L L. and
the concentl'ic tubular tapering case, I, arrang�.d sub,"
st�ntially in manner a.s explained..
I also claim arranging the transferring shaft, F, in the
turning axis of tho wind flume,A, and so as to pass through
the lower journal, (), thereof. 9Jld thereby enable the
wind flume and driving shaft, H, and its beveled gear to
revolve around such transfering shaf t and the beveled
gear thereof, and transmit power through the shaft, F,
under any position of the rotary flume. A.
FORMING IIA'!' J30DIES_D. G. Wells. of New York
City: 1 no not claim the use of the secondary currents
of air,nor valves tQ control them.
First. I claim .the mode of guiding the currents of air
from the pic.king cylinder in their passage to the cone,
su�stantially as described.
:::lecond, I claim the mode of regulating the secondary
currents of air by means of the wedge_shaped apertures
formed by the valves, K K, substantially as set forth.
DRAWING OI'F 1YAST.� GASES. STEAM &c-Robert 1'-'.
Brower, (assignor to SamuelA, lSrower �ndJ, L. Brow_
�r,) of Bloomfield, N. Y.: I claim the operation of draw·
mg off waste steam or gases by mechanism or haated cur_
:rents, from buildings or apartments where drying,
iIlg. or chemical operations are conducted, after thesteam_
man
ner substantially as set forth.
.JACQUARD ��OO""lS-J, C. ()ooke.(assignor to Hotch
kISS and Mer,nman, Manufacturing Co,,) of ,\Va.terbury,
U?np.: I cla;m the co�nbin�tion of the lifting bar with the
shdlllg .hook and rocklllg pIece lor operating the needle.
c
e o
i
l
in�� .���ip�,;!��i�� �o�rz O��:l �:I����k�r !::�;�;:ea��
combmed wlth the movement of rotation its axis' in
the manner , and for the purpose set ihrth.
SAW GUMl'fIER-L.A, Dole, (assignor toDole. Silver,
and Fe�ch,) of ,salem, Ohio; I claim
arranging the cam
or mOVIng crank below the die, either in or below the
die block so as to draw down the punch or male die block '
!>ubstantially as described.
1 claim the cam level', H, with a lnoyable fulcrum, in
comldnation with the opening, c, so constructed and are a
r
e
i
i
n
r��gac<h di;���io�� :: ty:e l�:!� fs'v1b :�ted��: ��\��rili���
n
C�n�;����:;n�r�6hi�:elf�dAD�Ii:1i�n: at�i�i�� ��:�
bination of tbe foot or feet, D D. the claw or pin pointed
base.
and the hinged braces. E F, made fast and adjusta
bl� t? each other by the catches and
dovetail tongue, re
ceIvmgthe wedge,J. the whole constrl"lcted, combined '
and operating as set forth.
.l'S,RS- W. H, Seymour and Henry Pearce, (as_
. HARVES'
O
'
y
��
{�l��r:�h���r�ic�Pa�
� �r��:��n��t�t� �:��fJt��'a�ci
is d �:i�� d:
clutch lever, with regard to the conductor's seat and
platform, and the shaft, b, from which motion is com
SEED PI�AX'X'lms-J'ohn Fordyce, of Morgantown, Va. municated
to -both the rake and sickle, as that the opera
I claim in combination with the hopper and its adjustable
from his seat. having a distinct view of the plattorm,
openings. the hinge board, n, and its blocks and figures tor
engage or disengage said rake with his foot, whilst the
for regulating the discharge of the grain from said hop_' can
continues to run, s:ubstantially as set forth
per, and ensuring regular feeding. substantially as set sickle
\Ve also claim the combination of the universal joint. 1.
torth.
fo,! cC!nnec�ing the shafts, b;Jr, the �l';"leve.l, and plate,
Q,
gUlde, m m, and gImbal Jomt, o. for giving the
AT'l'ACHING HonsJo�s 'l'OV-EHICLEs-George H.Gray, WIth �ts
Its transverse movement, as described.
Sen., of Clinton, Miss.: I claim the plates, C, attached rake
We
also
claim
the
bow
and
rake
head,
so
formed
as
to
to the harness as shown, and the plates, B, on the shafts,
towards their outer ends, and so acting a� to cause
A, with loops or clasps, a,attached to the levers, D, with incline
bent or entangled straws to slide off on to the plat
the pins, 11, on them, and the dogs, Ii' levers, G, and rods, the
form, substantially as de�cribed.
H, as described.
LINKS OF HORSB POWERs-Albert W,Gray, of Mid_ FA.ucET�osephGoodrich (assignor to the :BostonFau
dletown,Yt.: I claim constructing the links composing cet Uo.) of Boston, Mass.: I claim arranging between the
the endless chain of corrngated sheet metal, so that the caoutchouc spring, and the screw cap of the neck ofthe
corrugations shall serve both as hinges for connecting the faucet, a �letall,ic annulus or gua!d �ing, in or to prevent
links and as cogs for gearing with the cog wheel on the the adhe!uon of the cap to the mdIa rubber spring not
meaning to c.laim a metallic washer, as ordinarily �sed,
driving shaft, substantially as specifIed.
but,the spe�lfi� application of a �etallic ring to prevent
PANS FOREVAP ORATINGSUGAR-5amuel H.Gilman de���b��� mCldent to the pecuhar relation of parts, as
ofNe-w Orleans, La,: I claim the evaporator formed by 1 also claim the arrangement of the annular groove in
the combination of a train of open boilers, N 0 P Q, the the stem of the valve. and with reference· to the sides of
boiler, Q. to receive the tirst, and the boiler, N,to receive the spring or valve chamber, in manner
and for the pur
e
h
t r
or so as to produce the new and useful result, as
��� ti�; a! :���� �f��f{c� t� t��ilfi�� �1 th�\Ce :!��� ia�i� spose.
the said groove being intended to receive the
.pecified,
ofthe intensity of the fire, as well as of its, the boiler's foot
of the spring made tapering,or frusto_conical. in man_
city, constructed and arranged substantially a� ner and
for the purpose of preventing it from being caus_
d����ib���
I also claim the construction and use of a flue, x, form_ ed to adhere to the sides of the Ha.id chamber by oxyda�
ed by a series of open boilers, N 0 P Q, and being in a tion of the metal, under circumstances, as expressed,
series of sections of its length, divided longitudally and SEWING MACHINES-C.R. Gardner of Detroit,l\fich'
vertically by water legs, or strata of juice into two or I claim.
first, the sharp pointed needle' having flexible
more flues or spaces. the numbers offiues increasing from
for sewing in woven or other close
one section to the next, as the distance from the furnace beard, asindescribed,
the manner set forth.
increa..'e'l s, and the numbers of sections into which it is so fa.brics,
Second,
adjustable slide,C. so arranged as to close
divided, corresponding to the number of holes in the se the beard oftheany
sized needle that may be used in the
ries, and each section being shorter than the boiler in machine.
which it i.; placed so as to leave a space between each Third, also the guide. G, consisting of the thread chan_
section where the tiue, x. is undivided in its transverse nel.
C', and the needle passag e with the side thel"eof�
section, substantially as described.
either slightly inclined, a� described, or provided at the
I;£AND. CORN, PLAN'l'�RS-lierman B. Hammon, of top with.the i,nclined groove, J, and so operating that t he
BnstolvIlle, OhIO: I claIm the employment of a hexa� feed mohon gIven to tho cloth shall carry the thread in
gonal or many_sided revolving wheel. E, having offsets,
r ot�h!t�oe�dt��ta:td:�c�\\��. caught by the hook or
a4 a4 a4 a4 a-! a4, a- plied in connection with the plunger b���d
Fourth, also the f.Jlding plate, or
it� mechanical equiv·
eed
tube,
substantially
as
and
for
the
purposes
set
.
alent for the purpose specified,
f��l�
I do not claim running several folds or corrugations on
�EVERSING GE�R-George Juengst, of New York the needle at the same time. as it is done in machines for
t
scribed mode of converting sewing with a running stitch. Nor do I claim sewing
��ri�n.la�Oi�� ��iik��!:.e
�onll parallel wi�h the fold, as it is done in hemming,
N either do I claim the substitution of the nipping pawl
where the length of the stitch
ordinary pawl and ratchet, as that is also well tm��na1]:r!ffhlli�1Jd�t8,
�
��o� ,
f claim sewin� with a machine through one fold or
But I clai� the described arrangement of the disks. g, corrugations of the material at a time, the cloth being fed
the screw PIvots, e, and the springs, f f, or their equiva- along at right angles or nearly so, to the line of the fold '
n
substantially as described.
e i
l
�� d�h':���i�� ������ic�t!� b; lf�h��::: i� di:e��i��
WIthout any change of direction or cession of motion in LAMPS FOR BURNING ll'LuIDs-Salmon Bidwell of
N. Y. : I claim the mode of compressing the
Rochester,
the moving power.
wick in the manner described, so as to prevent
METALLIO CAR SPRING-Danforth Johnson, of Chi change in the light caused by the jar of the lamp, andany
w
cago, Ill.: I claim the combination and arrangement of prevent the escape of the burning fluid fastor than is de
a number of springs radiating from a central stud and sired, and to secure the gas generated from the same and
secured at the circumference or rim to a box o� bed to enable the use of any desirable fluid for lamp purposes.
plate.
HARV'£ST}�RS-'Vm. H. Seymour and Henry Pearce'
e a
a l
n
a � , ��e� �hi�� th; �:ri�:s ���J�Tn ���bi��ti�nP;:i\� (assignors to himself andD. S. Morgan,) of Brockport, N'
the stud or pillar, e, to resist the lateral motion ofthe car Y. : I claim, in combination with the main wheel, H,
and removable wheel, M, a frame capable of allowing
t
�bined, arranged,and operating the
shifting of the former, and the removing or replacing
��b.����\i�11y �: s':�ful:tl�.�
of'the latter, when the machine is to be converted from
YOLJ.ISION ApPARATUS FORR.R.CARs-John Kulm_ a reaper to a mower, or vice versa, substantially as set
skI. of Charleston,S, C.: I claim protectin� railroad forth.
trains against the injurious effect� of collision. by the at
tachment to their front and rear of a series of shields A FURNACE SMOOTHING IRONs-John Taggart. of Rox_
Be, kept at a distance from each other by elastic ;nd bury, .Mass" assignor to himself and Vernon Brown, of
ri�id resistances,E and F, in such a way that a collision Boston, Mass. : I claim arranging the bellows between the
handle and furnace or body of the flat·iron, as circum_
a
e
b
t
e
� :��gei�ilC�ih��i�r�� i�� aroare Ot���e :�:r���� ��:�� stanees may require.
sistance to yieJd to the shock alternately and in su�cession I also claim making the bellows tube or conductor H,
by !he operah�n of tubes and :map locks, If I, or their in two separate pieces, m n,and attaching them respcc_
eqUIvalents, bemg constructed, arranged,and operating tively to the cover and body of the furnace,so as to oper
ate together when the cover is dow�, and to be separated
substantially as and for the purpose specified.
when the cover is raised, substantially in manner and for
SC�EW CUTTER-John, 'V,Lyon, of Brooklyn, N. Y. : the purpose as specified,
I claIm the use of the slIde rest, slide cutter tool. wire
ADJUSTING CARRIAGE Tops-C. ,y, Saladee, of Co
hohler box, and sprin� cla.mp dies, or their equivalents
constructed, and combined, for the purpose of cutting lumbus. Ohio: I disclaim the use of one straight rod
or bar of iron, when placed on the inside of the back
and finishing-screws. as set forth.
to the sea, with both extremities passing through a square
SUSPENDING BY HYDRAULIC PUPPET V ALvEs-Geo. hole in the lower end of the top·props, and operated ur,OD
Flott. It. H. Cole, and Wm. A. Clark, of St.Louis, Mo. , by a lever, as that forms no part of my invention.
We claim the combination of the ball,loose socket and N either do I claim the long perpendicular rods at the
anti-friction washer, when employed to connect an �las· back of the seat, and connected to the back bow, as that
}��t:
h� yielding valve with its stem, substantially as set patented by Mr. Huntington.
But I claim the lateral rod, D D, in combination with
MARnI,1! SAWING 1.fACHINEs-Jose Toll, of Locust the top props,A.
I also claIm the perpendicular rods, E E. in combina
Grove, Ohio: I am aware that there have been heret�· tion
with the lateral rod, D D, and the back of the seat
fore machines for sawing marble in taper form, and there for the
pl:lrpose of throwing back or raising up the top,
fore make no claim to such,
Eut I claim the particular combination and arrange'" while sea.ted in the carriage, substantially as Bet forth,
ment of the fender bars.JJ j j, with the adjustable guide
RE·IBSVJC.
pieces when the same a.re constructed and arranged to
r
l o
ach
SADDLEs-John F. Denniston, of Lyons,N.
�h: ;����s�� :�� f�r\h� other, in the manner and for Y.HARNESS
Ori�inally patented Nov. 20th, 1846, I claim making
N. Y.:
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'1' OF PAT E N TeL A I l\I S

( •• "ed from the United States Patent Office
FOR TUE WEEK ENDING SEPTEMBER

9, 1856.

SAW SF:T- 'Vyllys Avery. of Salisbury Center, N. Y.:
I claim a trave]'sing punch, arranged so that it can be vi
bl'uted or turned to :mit the form or po"ilioll of the saw
te(�th, heing set substantiaJly as described.
I Lto not claim a vibrating pin acting upon the teeth of
the saw' to traverse it endways,
But I claim the adjustable stationary pin, Y, so ar·
ranged a:-. to bring the teeth of the saw into a proper po
sition under the iietting punch, when thc scores between
the teeth of the saw are forced into said pin,substantially
a� described.
I do not claim a vibrating frame to support the saw hung
direct1y opposite the settin;; punch and anviL
But I claim two �eparate frames, one hung each side
of the anvil, and setting punch, so arranged that \vhen
one is turned baek out or the way of the handle the ot,h
e1' will snpI)Ort and sustain the
substantia.lly de
scribed,
I claim the revolving block:; fi)r the a.bove mentioned
frames, which support the .'!aw during t,he pl"Qees.� of set
ting, sub.�tantially ail deseribed.
DRESS
METALI,IC Ih:Mn'lPHERICAL GRININO:\hLL
-Anson Atwood. of rrroy, N, Y.: I cla.im the series of
radial agee rib_� and fUlTow�. in combination with the in
termediate or iuterposing ribs nnd furro\v.'!, cmeking
teeth, and heroispherical formed grinding surfaee, com
bined in the manller substantially described,
I...
ltmlN'G SADDJ,I<;s-Henry Adams, of New
York City: I claim, first, the arranging o/'the near side
horn. with the leaping horn, b, attached directly to. it,
on the side of the tree or saddle, near the front, and a
short distance below the head of the same, sub.:ltantially
as and for the purpose set forth.
�econd. having the leaping horn attached loosely to the
to be capable of being ,eversed. and
near side htll"n.
thus made to serve
support or re�t for the lef t leg
while riding a�, slow gait,
BREECH_LoADING ORDNANCE-G. w. l�ishup, of
Brooklyn, N. Y.: I do not confine myself to the partic_
ular form of the groove, b c. or of the segments.
But I claim the combination of the groove, b c, made
around the seat of the breech pin, and the segments, J<J
E, attached to the breech pin, the said segments being
operated by a screw and toggle movement, other equiv
alent means ofsprea:idng or exranding them into the said
f{rOove. or vdthdrawir.g them therefrom, substantially as
de8cribed.
"VaODEN PART 0],' R!-1USHEs--r.I�homas Mitchell. of
Lansingburg, N. Y.: I claim the combination of a circu
lar saw with a. cutting apparatus, �rmed as described , for
the purpose of applyin� circular saws to the cutting of
the curved figures, substantially as set forth,
I also claim the eombination of the apparatus first
common
claimed with a crown �aw attached to an arbor
to both. fbrmin�:l. hoI for the advantageous manufacture
of brush handles, or other analogous work, subst:wtially
set forth.
J\fANUFACTUHING J):r�r,Al:S-Es-.John Marland, of West
Bridgew[1.ter, "{ass.: I claim the method of operating up�
on wool by combing, and subsequently carding, in the
manner and for the purpose set forth.
HANGING SHIP'S RUDDERR-Christopher N. Nixon,
n
e
f
I �i;i���� �s���' c!�i:������ !�� :���!r:ts�nf�gl����
sels. for steering purposes. of the groove or socket. as de_
scribed, whether the same be fanned to extend from the
'k>p to. or near to the bottom of the stern post, whether the
parts.
same be. continuous or divided into sections orsectjons,
at_
Second, I claim the rod. continuous or in
tached to the rudder and combined with the groove or
other equiva.lent attached to the sternwpost.
CU'r'I'ING AND DRAWING ·WJ'RE-F. Noette, of Brook_
u r I
ee
i
\h ePs :�� �y
i��il��i;��la; ��h�;sl.awi , ��l ����f��attached,
the
means of racks, 0 0, shaft, Q, with pinions
pawl and ratchet,G U, weighted lever, V, or equivalents,
deSCrIbed,
and
shown
as
and gauge roller, arranged
Second, I claim operating the r�el or drum, I', or giv_
ot the
ing it a vertical vibraiol"y movement bym means
right and left screw radii, 11. with pinions. m, attached,
and made to gear alternately into the pinion, K, on the
shaft, A', by means of the block, B',lever, D', bar,G,
and weiJhted lever, H. arranged as shown and described,
Third, I claim the reel or drum. I, when constructed
as shown, so that it mtt.y be compressed or contracted to
allow of the ready removal of the wire from its peri_
phery.
CASTING ARTIFICIAL rrOOTH PJ�ATEs-JohnL, New
ell, of Binghamton, N. y,: I do not claim the electro·
t
O O
o
ty e
� eit�e�f ��) �i�i� ili: ���i�� �f��e ��t ��SI�O]d.
Hut I claim constructing the linings in one piece, and
simultan�ously with the pJate,by the electrotype process,
as set forth,
I also claim fillin� the interstices of artificial teeth,
when attached to metallic plate, with a met a.l1ic pre
cipitate solidified, in the manner described and for the
llUrpo�e specified,
saw,
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c I�i�n��ki::fb;Jp�l;:tSe��jj l��ftrrJ.::�������ife� �nl
sho\vn.
}'i irst, I claim that the shape of my cartridge is such
that one end h naturally loa.ded heavier than the other,
represented by seetion a c b d, thereby causing that
end to go forward, thus guarding against all revolving
motion, except single winding or peristaltic one.
Second. I claim as novel the constructing the hemis
heavier than
pherica.l end ofthe cartridge stron.t.�·er andview,
viz,. th at
end, having several object,;; in
the conlcal
the loading of shot or ba.lls on the inside may be kept to
gether a considerable dhitance after leaving the gun, that
the light.er conical end may serve to keep the whole in
the given direction till the cartridge i:<li burst, and when
burst on or near ibbase, give free egress to its contents,
LocK-HarlyD, Rus�ell.ofNaugatuck, Conn.: I claim
liberating the knob and its stem from all connection with
the main bolt, in freeing the crescent plate. ]�. by the
movement of the smaller bolt, C, as specified. produced
by the key
by the cross bar.F, or its equivalent,operated
of the door, the whole constructed and arranged substan.
tially as set forth,
WlND).IILL-John R.St. .John, of Lockport, N. Y.: I
do not claim, separately and simply by themselves, any
of the parts, as they have all been used before.
But I claim the �rrangement and combination of the
s
l u
p r
� �lai��Asr�I��h�·t���!\?s� �br� ��a i�ii�i� �e for car_
rying the reduced part of the main shaft, and for sustain_
ing the main shaft horizontally on the screw pivot, G,
with the arrangement thereon of the rudder vane for its
perpendicular movement.
Second, I claim the main shaft with its hinder position
reduced, with the circular cogged rack, d, the collar, n
n, and the spiral spring. e e, workin� therewith.
rrhird. I claim the rudder vane. H, as performing the
two offices of keeping the sails to the wind, by moving
the traverse tables horizontally, also as carrying the rod. i
i, and the governor vane or glo be, T, for giving a vertical
movement.
ApPLE PARERs-John D. Brown,of Cincinnati, 0.:
I claim the returning or reversing action, as described and
set:tbrth.
WASHING MACHINEs-Israel F. Brown, of Colum·
h s t
l de
n
������'�nJ l!:�in� � !li� :o��r �� �bnq�� ��rr��t;�ed
l im
g
I. �
d�:�:tb�
:::S�d�i�f.i��h� b�:,'l��u�i���i:ll���
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the upper or saddle part of harness saddle� of metal, gil'"
iug the required form thereof, by moldin9:, when SUch
saddles ar e so formed, substantially as descnbed,that the
leather parts, such as the skirts, can be secured thereto
without stitching) as /Set forth, or by equivalent means. '
I also claim forming the upper or saddle part, and the
under or crotch part in combination, so that the skirt and
jockeys, if jockeys are used, will be embraced between
them. and secured in the manner substantially as de
scribed.
ADDITIONAL UIPRONEMENT.
ROTARY BRICK MACHINEs.-George Crangle, of Phi!c
t
r
:��;li?��io��f t1� ���i� ���:r!' ���l�;d :���er �h!�i
D, and the pendulous lerer E, with its spring e in th�
apparatus deseribed in my former specificatio;' I., for ro
tating and stopping the cy Undel's in rotary b�ick rna·
chines," the square toothed ratchet wheel, lever and
ted, applied, and operating,' suh_
ig
�r:!W�;lf; �� s�ff�!f��
a a i
c n
a
e
t
��
h�
t:lo
�f��l�s
rie�
me� �l�n r�� !�d' �YI��� i:°c���
t
i h
s
e
t on
e
i�r�h� !iJd�::��� o��� �� �a�h �d� ��� ���; �l� bo�:
toms ofHle mold� thereof being supported at each of their
d
s
i
c
�h:�gfi���
� ��:ir;t r�� r�l1��� h���dIWs b��ri�!s tr
operate between the said two rims, when the abov; part�
are constructed, arranged and operated substantially ill
the manner and for the purpose set forth.
.. -

Virginia

The New York

.

GoItl

Mines.

Tribune of the 19th inst.

contains a letter from J. Winchester on the
mining capabilities of Virginia.

The follow

ing are a few extracts from it :" There are mines on which $100,000 and
$300,000 have been expended, and it would
puzzle any person to tell what had been done
with the money to any better purpose than
throwing it into the sea.
California is scarcely a more inviting field
for the miner than this very State, not a day's
journey from the commercial capitol of the
Union.

Facts in proof are not wanting.

I am well satisfied that, considering the re
cent improvements in metallurgical science,
especially in the treatment of pyriti/erous ores,
which form so large a portion of the gold and
copper lodes of the Southern States, a new
era is about to be opened, in which capital
will find the reward hitherto not re9lized.
The miue at which I am stopping-the
Woodville-after years of perseverance under
the direction of Dr. S. F. Ambler, has become
a success.

Dr. Ambler has recently invented

and erected a new and admirable contrivance
for working sulphurets.

I have seen its oper

ation, and have no doubt whatever that he has
hit upon a desidesideratum in the reduction

of sulphur ores, and the release of the gold

It needed but such a discovery to render all
the auriferous sulphurets profitable which have
ever before stubbornly refused to yield up their

treasures."

The whole letter leaves an impression ou
the mind that gold itself exists in the state of
an ore-as sulphurets and pyrites-whereas
gold is only associated with the pyrites of cop
per and iron in some Virginian mines, and is
never found as an ore, strictly speaking, but
commonly as an alloy, with metallic silver,
copper, and some other metals.

It is plainly

stated that the working of auriferous pyrites
-gold associated with iron and copper pyrites
-in Virginia has hitherto been unprofitable,
but by a new invention of Dr. Ambler the gold
can be released profitably, and "a new era is
about to be opened, in which capital will find
a reward not hitherto realized."
Virginia is rich in gold quartz, but her au
riferous sulphurets have always been consider
ed poor ores, because they require smelting,
which is a far more expensive process than
that of amalgamation by mercury, where the
gold is found unassociated with the sulphurets
of other metals.

The statement that aurifer

ous sulphurets have ever before stubbornly
refused to yield their treasures,

is not correct.

Dana, our greatest mineralogist, states that it
has been found profita ble where metallic

suI

phurets and other ores are abundant in gold
rocks, to work them by smelting, and he de
scribes the profits obtained by smelting such
ores in Russia, in comparison with the simple
treatment of them by amalgamation.

If, by

the process of smelting, the gold can be pro
fitably reduced from the auriferous pyrites,
this can be easily demonstrated without

very

expensive apparatus in any of the Virginia
mines.

The ores of each mine should be fair

ly tested before expensive reducing apparatus
is fitted up, because their character and qual

ity-even when separated but a short distance
-differ so much from one another.

It would

be hazardous, in our opinion, to invest capita

largelY in any mine for the reduction of gold
from auriferous pyrites, until it was fairly de

monstrated that such investment was beyond
a.

doubt, safe and profitable.

�titntifit �m£ritan.
ng rod which extends from the lever to a

[For th. S c ientific American.]

The Hughes Telegraph.

crank which is operated by another clock

In its leading features this invention is a

work .

The crank is liberated by a detent

combination of the original " V ail's Printing which is operated by the motion of a perma
Telegraph," with some modifications of House's
and

other instruments.

I

nent horse-shoe magnet, lying upon the poles

It consists of two ' of an electro-magnet.

clock-works, moved by springs

or weights,

of the

By the touch of a key

key-board, the electric

fluid passes

both located in one frame, but operating inde-

through the electric magnet, and both magnets

What i s the

Cause o f Yellow I'ever 1

MESSRS. E DI TORS-The

yellow

fever

instruction from it.
has

that of the earpenter and machinist, as well as

near this city.

chemistry and philosophy.

No one

seems

to have any

disease really is,

agriculturist should be a man of information,

(other than yellow fever,)

what causes it, or

of extensive practical knowledge-not a mere

'fhe doctors are j ust " as clear as mud " on

say many of my brother farmers think there is

where it comes from.

clod-hopper to plow and dig.

the subj ect, some asserting it to be contagious,

no necessity to cultivate their minds, hence
the ironical expreseion of citizens, " there goes

as the permanent one (previously held by its

the letters, and operates only when called into

magnetism,) to raise and to lift the detent,

one remedy, and some another.

action by an electro · magnet, in order to push

which liberates the crank so as to revolve and

is brought from infected ports, mostly from

the paper against the type-wheel, for printing

bring up the printing lever against the type

hot climates ;

one letter, like B ain' s telegraph and others.

wheel, and print the corresponding letter on

some prescribing
Ther�ay it

go to those infected ports, and

circuit is broken

Now the idea has sometimes occurred to me

again, the polarity of the electro-magnet being

that as nitric acid stains the skin of a yellow

oscillating in a vertical plane ; one extremity

destroyed,

magnet is pulled

color, and is, a� you know, a certain poison, it

is fastened to the machine, the other suspend-

d own by a lever connected with the press, to

is possible that the nitrogen and oxygen of the

ed and provided with a compensating sl ide or

its former position,

and the detent arrests

atmosphere, acting upon the fluids in the body,

weight, which may be shoved along the spring

the

The method of printing

may, to some extent, generate this poison in

as required, to overcome the variations caused

seen in House's and Bain's Telegraph is sub

the system, and beiug conveyed by the blood

by the changes of the temperature,thus answer-

stantially similar to this.

to all parts of the system, thus give the skin

wheel of the first clock-work partakes of the
vibration of the spring by means of a vertical
connecting rod, and thus the escape wheel is
caused to move in a corresponding manner,
step by step, with the type wheel.

The latter

has on its periphery the letters of the alpha
bet in relief, and one blank space.
Below the type-wheel is a cylinder for clos
ing and breaking the current ; this cylinder is

Suppose, now, one instrument at New York
and

a

corresponding one

at

Philadelphia,

t heir contact springs connectea with the cor
responding extremities of the telegraph line,
and the type-wheels of both revolving togeth
er isochronously, step by step ; both will have
to be so arranged that if the
at New York touches a

contact spring

cog of the cylinder

cog wheel, the contact spring at Philadelphia,

will have to touch a cog of the single cog
outside of th � frame and revolves by means of wheel and so, alternately, vice versa, telegraph
cog wheels, exactly in unison with the type ing will be done.
wheel.

This cyliuder or barrel has upon its

circumference pins or proj ections, spirally ar
ranged at equal distances from each other ; at
one extremity an insulated cog wheel is fast
cned, and a similar cog wheel, likewise well
insulated, is attached at a small distance from
the first cog wheel, and in

such a manner

a,

to cause a contact spring connected with one
extremity of a telegraph line, to meet alter
nately by the rotation of the cylinder shaft, a
cog of the single
del' cog wheel.

cog wheel or of the eylin
The number of cogs and pins

equals the number of letters and the blank of
type-wheel, say 2 7 .
'f h e single cog wheel is connected b y a con
ductor, with the helices of an electro-magnet,
which is in conducting connection with the
ground plate of the telegraph line ; but the
wheel of the cylinder has no direct connection
with the ground, cDnsequently an electric cur
rent passing the contact spring by each revo
lution of the cylinder will alternately pasE 27
times through the helices (the cylinder being
excluded,)

or 27 times through the cylinder

if connected with the ground

(the electro

magnet being excluded.)
For this purpose a metallic bar, having a

But both instruments will not print a letter
at one and the same moment as has been al
leged, but must do

so, alternately, like other

instruments, as for example, Siemon's Gintle's.
Even if the key of the letter M, at New York,
is pressed down earlier than the letter B, at
Philadelphia, the letter B will be printed first,
and the letter M thereafter, for the reason that
in the revolutions of the type-wheel, the turn
for B, will come sooner than that for M. As it is
possible to make one instrument communicate
with all the rest in a given circuit at once,
(but only one of them will be enabled to an
swer at the time,) �o is it impossible for them
to communicate 'Yith each other during such
an operation, because the whole message will
only be received by the first transmitting in
strument, say New York.
I shall now try to explain the contrivance
by which communication may be precluded
from intermediate distant offices though the
drawings together with the specification are
slightly at variance.

A bolt attached to the

frame is moved by means of a cam on the
crank, towards a flange of the cog wheel
which is fastened to the type-wheel shaft.

its peculiar color, while its poisonous effects

I kuow not

causes the death of the patient.

how the symptoms of the yell o w fever patient
agree with those of a person who has swal
lowed some of this acid.
I think it possible, also, for this acid to be

generated iu low, wet, marshy places, and the
heat of the sun cause its fumes to arise and
impregnate the air.

Would anyth i n g of this

R

kind accord with chemical science ?

[ A t o n e time, Ozone in t h e [ttmosphere w a s
suggested a s being t h e Clmse of cholera, and
lately it has been suggested as
yellow fever.

the c"usc of

'fhis subj ect was brought up at

the late meeting of the Scientific Associ ation
at Albany.

An inquiry was made if ozone

had been detected in the atmosphere of N01'
folk while the

yellow fever prevailed last year,

also if it had been observed in any place dur
ing the prevalence of cholera .
special presence

No proof of its,

in connection with cholera or

yellow fever was presented.

No

doubt the

state of the atmosphere is the cau s e of many
diseases-it becomes poisonous to some cou
stitutions under certaiu circumstances ;

but

how refined must be the analysis to detect
what that poison is in the a tmosphere .
chemist has yet
called

No

been able to detect what is

malarian poi"on.

Much has been said about or-one , hut very

uer :-Below the type-wheel, which is made to

examination of the merits

revolve continuously by means of the clOCk

and show what this printing telegraph is, and

work,

the

what may be expected from it ; also how far

is

the many promising reports and puffs res

paper
ftJd

in

wheel.

is

a

which

printing press lever,
receives

between

the

the lever

and

impression,
and

the

type

The priuting lever is raised so as

to press the

paper ag-ainst

the type wheel

at the proper instant, by means of a connect-

of the invention,

pectiBg its wonderful capabilities, ean be re
lied upon.

ideas

h ave

been

presented

as

to

of the atmosphere produced by passing a num

ber of electric sparks through it, by which it
acquires powerful bleaching and acidulating
properties.

We cannot believe it to have an

identity of character without an identity of

atmospheric air, and the result was the for
mation of nitrous

acid in the vessel.

It

was one of the most beautiful experiments ever
made in chemistry.

More than two-thirds of

the atmosphere is eomposed of nitrogen.
Farmers and Science.

CHAS KlRCHHOF.
New York, September, 1 8 5 6 .

L. 1., Sept. 1 8 5 6 .
Deceasetl

Inventor.!!.

The C ambridge (Mass.)

Chronicle

of the 6th

inst. records the decease of Nathaniel Jarvis
Wyeth, to whom the ice merchants of I1fassa
chusetts are deeply indebted for the great in
crease of the

ice trade, by the invention of

implements and machinery now employed for
cutting and securing the ice crop with facil
ity and rapidity.

The Boston Transcript says

of him :" By the mechanical skill and perseverance
of lVIr. Wyeth more ice of a superior quality
is now s ccured iu one good i ce day than was
eonsumed by the whole ice trade in 1832.

It

not a single tool or machine of real value now
employed in the ice harvesti ng which was not
originally invented by Mr. Wyeth . "
T h e annual ice crop of JlIassa chusetts now

200,000 tuns.

amounts to

�rr.

Wyeth was

au eiLrly explorer o f the R ocky Mountains and
P acific

regions, und erstood the Indian lan

guage, and was an accomplished s cholar and
writer, and a close ob:;erver of men and things.
On

several occasions he contributed to our

c olumns, and furnished us with useful infor
mation.
Paul S till mfln, of this

city, died at Plain

fi e ld, N. J , at the age of 45 years, ou the 1 1th
inst.

He was it native of Rhode Island ; was

a most skillful mechanic, and inventor of many
useful improvements in fine instruments em
ployed on s team maehinery-guages, indica
tors, &c.-and had charge, for a num)1er of
years, of the important department in the Nov

'Varks in which such deli cate instruments
He was au nCLive member
what it really is. It is stated to be a condition
of the New York Mechanics Institute, and was
vague

composition, and our correspondent's letter is
The flange is provided with a slot, which cor
suggestive in this respect.
responds
with
the
blank
on
the
type-wheel
;
parallel with the cylinder ; and a number of
We suppose that nitric acid may be pro 
another slot corresponds with any given let
springs, horizontal, facing the periphery of the
duced in the atmosphere, and that it may be
ter, by which an office may be distinguished.
cylinder, are attached to the bar in such a
the cause of yellow fever, but although it is a
The flange of the sim"nar wheel of like ma
be
may
springs
manner that each of the
poison, and stains the skin yellow there is no
chines in other offices has two slots, one cor
thrown into such a position as to meet a cor
evidence of its agency or presence in cases of
responding with the blank, the other with
responding pin of the cylinders, like the springs
yellow fever. Instead of promoting vomit,
the letter, by which BUch office is dis
of a music hox. A momentary connection
this acid is used in minute quantities greatly
tinguished. For instance, an instrument at
with the ground plate is thus established at
diluted, to prevent vomiting in some cases of
New York is distinguished by A, Balti
every contact of a spring with its pin. The
sickness, thus exhibiting different tendencies
more
by
B,
and
Washington
by
C,
and
it
be
springs are operated by means of keys ar
to that produced by the poisou of 'yellow
desired that Washington communicate with
ranged on a straight finger board, located in a
fever.
New
York,
excluding
Baltimore,
and
the
in
transverse position near the one end of the cyl
The color of the skin has a wonderful in
struments at Baltimore and New York are
inder. Each key is connected with its corres
fluence in preserving persons from being at
ready to receive ; the first closing and break
ponding spring by means of two levers and a
tacked with this fever ; negroes , mulattos, the
ing o f the circuit starts all instruments at the
connecting rod. By pressing upon the key of
Chinese, and persons of a swarthy complexion
same time, the bolt in each, by the first revo
a desired letter, its corresponding spring is
are not so liable to its attacks as persons of a
lution
of
the
erank,
moving
near
to
the
fiange.
thrown into a position ready to be struck by
'1'his, however, may be
fair complexion.
The next breaking and elosing of the circuit
i ts corresponding pin. During the time the
thought to be favorable to the nitric acid theory
is
effected
if
the
slot
of
the
New
York
instru
cylinder revolves,the type-wheel standing in its
of our correspondent.
ment is opposite the bolt, and forces the bolt
pr oper position the spring will be struck, and a
Nitric acid, no doubt, can be produced in
through
the
slot,
not
suspending
the
operation
current will pass from the cylinder along the
the atmosphere, and by the same means ex
of the instrument, A, but no slot being oppos
sprin g to the ground, and influence the elec
actly as ozone . Indeed, this was the very
ite the corresponding, A, in the instrument at
tro-ma gnets of similar instrumeuts (in the
method proposed by Cavendish and executed
Baltimore,
the
corresponding
bolt
is
forced
same circuit at any distant place,) thus caus
by the Royal Society, by which nitrogen was
ing the print of the desired letter, by means against the flange, and instantly suspends the
discovered to form part of our atmosphere.
movement
of
the
wheel.
of the printing clock work, of the other in
For several days sparks from an electric ma
Having s o far been guided by Hughes' spe
strument.
chine were passed through a vessel containing
cification, I shall, in my next, turn to a closer

ROBERT WILLETS.

:B'lushiug,

is not, perhaps, too much to s ay, tbat there is

New York, Sept., 1 8 5 6 .

metallic connection with the ground plate, runs

The printing is done in the following man

my mind as well as

with other works, is the SCIEN'l'IFIC AMERICAN.

the paper.

An escape

I am a working farmer and pride myself
upon it, but I cultivate

my corn, and one great source o f instruction,

The type-wheel is governed by the vibrations of

ing the purpose of a pendulum.

a coarse farmer."

they say " it is brought from somewhere else."

a spring, lying in a horizontal position, and

crank again.

I am sorry to

while others say it is not ;

having now a similar polarity, a spring caus

permanent

I hold that an

tangible idea of what the

pendent of each other. The one moves a type-

the

occupation

been, and is now raging, to a certain extent,

wheel, step by step ; the other is for printing

Meanwhile the

A farmer's

includes a variety of trades, and particularly

MESSRS. EDITORS-I am a subscriber to your

paper, and, although a farmer, derive much

© 1856 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC.

elty

are construetcd .

highly esteemed as a man for his noble quali
ties of mind,
ity.

intelligence, skill, and ingenu

His foot was injured by wearing a tight

boot for a few hours ;

this caused mortifica

tion, for which amputation was performed,
alas, resulting fatally.
On the same date, Seth Cheney, distinguished
as a remarkable

crayon artist, departed this

life at Manchester, C onn. His crayon portraits
have never been surpassed, if equaled, by any
other artist, and his ideal sketches evinced a
fine imagination and very pure taste.
-- ---__ot6t -...... +---- ----..H n rstin(.,: 0 a large Rifle.

On the 3rd inst. , while Capt. Dimick, of St.
Louis, Mo., was experimenting with a large
rifle cannon which he had constructed, it burst
into pieces.

The front part of it, about five

feet iu length, blew away from the breech, the
latter burst into eight fragments.
these, weighiug

Some of

five hundred pounds, were

thrown forward from two to three hundred
feet, and proj e cted into the air from forty to
fifty feet.

The gun weighed 7;838 pouuds, and

was made of fine malleable iron.

...
----
---..
.-.......

A

Large New C otton Mill.

A cotton factory

is now in the

being erected on the

course of

Shetucket River, near

Norwich, Conn., by Ex- Governor Sprague; of
R.

1., which, when finished, will perhaps be

the largest in the world.
stone

It is to be built of

quarried in the vicinity ;

952 feet ; width, 68 feet ; hight

its length

4 stories.

A

village for the operatives is also to be erected
in the neighborhood.
The Ericsson, now employed as an American
mail steamer, never arrives until her news
is superseded by the arrival of the steamer
which leaves three or four days after her. The

Ericsson is an old tub s o far as speed is con
cerned ; but she is economical in fuel.

£) thntifit

�efn �nhentilln5+
AmerIcan Association

6lmeritan.

South, visited b y the elephant and mastodon

deer, all belonging to extinct species, while at

ers or teeth, E, which proj ect up between the

in their migrations, lived the great leaf-eating

the head of the carnivers a',ood the colossal

separating bars, F.

megatherium, the mylodon, the mtlgalonxy,

lion (Felix Atrox)

the hippopotamus, the horse, the elk, and the

the monarch of the forest."

which then, as now, was

In front of these bars

(see fig. 2,) is a scoop-shaped mold-board or
share, G, which lifts the earth and potatoes,
and by the advance of the machine they are

for the Advancement

of Sclence.- (Continued from page 3.)

pushed back to the base of bars F, where the

IMPROVED RIG FOR VESSELS.
Figure 2.
Figure 1.

Chemistry-Cobalt.-Dr. Wolcott Gibbs read

extracts from a very long paper, giving the re

fingers, E, work through.

B y these fingers

the potatoes are carried over the rounding
curve of the separator bars, F, and dropped

sults of the researches which he and Dr. F .
A. Genth, o f Philadelphia h a d been conduct

behind the machine, upon the ground or into

ing for several years into the nature of those

any receptacle that may be attached to re

peculiar bases formed by the union of ammo

ceive them.

nia with the sesquioxyd and sesquichloride of

bars F, leaving a smooth and even surface

cobalt.

wherever the machine passes .

He alluded to the value of the chro

The chief features of novelty consist in the

molithographed scales of color, devised by

curved grate bars, F, by which a hollow is

Chevreul, and the very singular result that in

formed at their j unction with the mold-board,

compound cobalt salts the ordinary image al

G, for receiving the hill of earth and potatoes.

ways partakes of the peculiar rosy or purple

Second, the earth is discharged through in

tint of cobalt salts, while the extraordinary

stead of over the separator bars, F , the raised

image is of another tint, perhaps that of the

or rounding parts of which prevent the earth

other bodies present ; the salts being examined
by reflected light.

trom passing freely over, but allowing the po

These investigations in

tato to be carried over by the fingers, the

volve the question of compounds of organic

earth and potatoes being agitated in their pas

with inorganic bodies, that is, for example,

sage from the fore to the after part of the ma

ammonia with a metal, or the radical of alco

chine.

hol with a metal ; thus ultimately affecting
medical chemistry.

The earth is sifted through the

The depth to which the mold board

cuts is regulated by levers, H, at the back of

Dr. Gibbs alluded to a

the machine.

series of substances which he had discovered,

The two wheels on which the machine runs

and to which he gave the name of thio-co
balts, from their containing sulphurous acid.

pass between the hills.

remarks upon the great value of this

inder, clears the fingers of all vines or roots .

'
Prof. T . S . Hunt, of Canada, making some
paper,

A recent trial of this machine proved it to

thought that the thanks of chemists were es

be perfectly adapted to the work for which it

pecially due to Dr. Gibbs for directing their

is intended.

attention to a new mode of looking at s alts,

The apparatus is simple, strong, and dur

Gibbs had shown that one form of ammonia

ahle, the whole being made of iron except

cobalt combined with two equivalents of acid ,

another with three, and had called them bi

He also spoke of

as those obtained by treating saw- dust with
nitric acid.
..8.tomic

..8.rrangemems.- Chemical

Laws.

Prof. Alexander delivered an address on this
subject, beautifully illustrating his views by
models, of crystals of different forms, show
ing how the atoms must arrange themselves
in the production of different substances. The
law was an elucidation of that published in a
series of articles in Vol. 4, S CIEN TIFI C AMER
ICAN, respecting which

no chemist should be

ignorant, as too many of them are.
The Old ..8.merican

Improved l\'Iarine Rig.

for t h e lower masts, notwithstanding the in

The invention shown in our engraving con

creased length.

sists in the introduction of an extra sail and

The inventor does not claim the dividing of

yard, A ', between the lower sail, B, and the
top sail, C.

the top sail, as in Forbes' or Howe's rig, but the

For this purpose the lower mast,

employmeut of a separate and distinct sail and

D, is elongated, and strengthened by double

on the lower mast, so that in the event of a

indicated by E F.

ship losing her mast heads or topmast, the

Fig. 1 is a front view, sails furled ; fig. 2 a

back view, sails opened.

vessel would still have storm sails and courses

The-improved yard

remaining, to work with.

and sail is attached to the mast in the same

It is said that on

ships rigged in this manner the yards could

manner as the present lower yards and sails.

be so distributed as to have one reef in the

The inventor reduces the length of the top

top sail, or none at all, as desired, thereby

masts in proportion to the increased length

How or why they became extinct no

one can now tell, but it has been held forth that
the cause was a change of climate.

For

further information address the inventor, :t.Ir.

carried aloft is no greater than that involved

Geo. F. Trescot, Charleston, S. C .
tinct giant mammalia, are found in the north in the ordinary rig.
The division of the
ern parts of our continent, showing that at an shrouds is alleged to afford a better support applied for.
early period they were inhabitants of these re
gions .

It weighs only ahout three hundred

pounds.

The machine readily recommends it

principles.

Patent

MACHINE FOR DIGGING POTATOES.

fore been a tiresome drudgery into a pleasant
recreation.

Address the inventor for further

information.

---.
..�- , ...
Chemistry of Hlectrlcity.

There exists between the living plant and
the soil supporting it, an electric current, which
always moves in the same direction ; that is,
the soil is constantly positive, the plant con
tinually negative.

geologists who have taught that the earth was

years it had been pointed out by him as one of
the

causes

repeating

of atmospheric electricity.

his

experiments,

struck by certain anomalies in operating on
the bank of a stream, and at certain distances
from plants.

He

with the chemical composition of the water

A

Handsome

lyzing s ome bottles of water brought from the
Dead Sea, declared that C ommander Lynch's

Col.

expedition had thrown more light on the cli
mate and topography of that region than any

Foster read a paper on the geography of the
fossil elephant of North America, which ex

the world has yet seen, although, within the
last twenty years many bold travelers have

ploded the theory of th e supposed former great
heat of our northern rE'gions completely.

explored that singular lake.

The fossil elephant of America was not the

.

same as our tropical elephant : he was adapt

New

He was clothed

He said-

nounced to sail from New York O ct. 1 6 th, on
her first voyage to Liverpool.

lieve that the fossil elephant commenced his

-----.------- �....-....- .�---.--

existence before the drift agencies had entire

SPLEi\'DII> I'RIZl.i:8.-PAID Ii\' CASH.

ly ceased-when the water stood at a higher

The Proprietors of the S C IENTJFIC

contours of the continent

pay. in

1;' 01' the hr..:;est Lbt,
For lhe 211;1 lar:::;e:·n l..ist,
.For the 3rd largest Li!'!(,

when the valleys were excavated by the re

l'�or the 4th Iar�est L;!!t,
FOl' the olh b r:;;: est List ,
."'or the 6th ia.rgest List,
For the 7th lar;;.est lAst,
FOI' the 8th iarge5t I....i8t,
For �he 9 t h largest List,
For t h e 1 0th largest LiB/,

turning waters, and the streams assumed near
as the

I would designate

Fluviatile Period.

Cotemporary

with these fossil elephant and mastodon was
the fossil beaver.

In bulk he was twice the

size of the existing species, and was adapted
to a wide geographical range, and tenanted
the streams and lakes. Herds of cattle roamed
over the plains while the tapir wallowed in
the swamps.

following 8pJendid

AMERICAN will
Prizes for the

time and the first of Jru1ll ary. 1.S07. to wit

vegetation

stretche d far towards the tropics-at a time

it

Cash. th e

larges t List:, of S u bscribers sent in betwe e n the pr e sen t

were different-when a different climate pre

ly their present direction.

..

Steanler.

Collins' line, the largest steamer afloat, is an

" From all the facts, I am disposed to be

sub-arctic

..

The new American steamer ..8.dliatic, of the

with fur, and his food consisted of northeDn

a

Tribule.

recent meeting in the Academy of

S ciences, at Paris, M. Boussingault, while ana

was, the remains of the elephant-a tropical

when

discovered that electrical

currents change their direction and intensity

At a

they have adduced in support of these views

vailed, and

On

he was

---.
.��-.-----

period, a tropical climate, and the evidence

level-when the

lately,

and acid waters p ositive.

it gave to our now northern regions, at on�

plants and shrubs.

This fact was first ob

served by Becquerel, Sen., and for several

at one time a mass of fire, have asserted that

ed to a sub-artic climate.

adapted to save a large

in the s oil ; alkaline waters being negative

Those

animal-foun d in the northern regions.

It is

amount of labor, converting what has hereto

yard, which he calls a Storm Yard and Sail,

shrouds, or rather by dividing the shrouds, as

Elepham .-The remains given to the lower masts, so that the weight avoding the many accidents in reefing.

of tae elephant and mastodon, and other ex

the pole.

self by its neat proportions and philosophical

the value of investigating, as Prof. Gibbs
had done, the action of said vapors-such

All the driver has to do, is to

ride on the machine and guide his team .

from the basic rather than the acid side. Prof.

acid, tri-acid, &c., bases.

'fhe curve of the

bars, F, being eccentric to the axis of the cyl

For. lhe 1 1 th large.t List,

Improved Potato Digger.

The improvement herewith

illustrated is

the invention of Mr. T. Baker, of Stillwater,

\

It consists of a cast-iron frame, mounted upon
two wheels, on whose shafts A, are two driving
gear wheels, B, meshing into pinions, C, on

In the milder regions of the N. Y., for which he has applied for a patent. II shaft D.

Shaft D is armed with curved fing-
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For the 1 2t h largest List,

8200
175

1 50

125
HIO

73
30
40

30
25
20
10

Names can be sent in at different times and from dif.
erent Post Offices.

The cash will be paid to the order

of the successful competitor, immediately after the 1st of
January, 1857.

I

jtitntifit �mtritan+
j titntifit

�mtritan+

loaded with grain, direct
from Chicago, in Illinois, for Liverpool, Eng

Dean Richmond,)

land.

that Nasmyth and Rennie, the famous engin

New Jeroey State A!p"lcultural Society.

The Annual State Agricultural Exhibition eers, assert that " they are unable to forsee the
It came down the great lakes, through was held last week at Newark, N. J., and was whole advantageous results calculated to

the canals of C anada-which exhibit the en very largely attended. In a pecuniary point spring from it, not to England alone, but the
terprise of a kindred people-passed down of view it was a decided success. But as a whole world."
We advise our iron manufacturers to giv e
the Gulf of St. Lawrence last week, and is State Exhibition it was not very creditable.
now on the broad Atlantic, buffeting its bil The supply of specimens, in every department' early attention to this invention j it can easily
To Parents and Youm; Mechanics.
.
lows j and when it arrives at Liverpool will was qUIte meagre, and there was little indica- be tested, and if found to be an improvement
There are but few families that have not
they should not delay to adopt it.
have made the most extraordinary voyage on tion of progress or competition.
one or more members who possess a taste for
The experiment alluded to was made in a
record.
The department of labor-saving Ill a.chines
science, art, or mechanics j to the parents of
.
.-�,.
.�
.
�----
------and inventions embraced a small CEltalogue of building in St. Pancra's Road, near London.
such we have a few words to say. Such tastes
Retort Steam Boilers.
common straw cutters, plows, hoes, pitch upon 834 Ibs. of molten pig metal, run from a
are noble, because they afford evidence of a
At a late meeting of the Institution of Civil
forks, horse-powers, thrashers, mowers, &c. furnace into a brick lined cylinder (described
thirst for useful knowledge, and as " knowl Engineers, Eng., Thomas Dunn, of Manches
only a very few objects ' in the last week) under a pressure from the cold air
edge is power," they should be fostered and ter, exhibited a model and read a paper on his We noticed
.
mechamcal line, that were worthy of note for blast below of eight pounds on the inch. The
cultivated. The reading and study of works retort steam boiler.
mass soon began to boil up, by the oxygen of
their novelty.
ot an elementary character are necessary for
It consists of a series of small boilers all
the air combining with the carbon of the
Mr.
�'.
Gdohnson,
of
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.,
had
this purpose, but these are not sufficient j those connected together, with the fire passing under
metal j and as it was intended to make cast
who have such tastes must also read and study them and the return flue over them. This one of his new self-regulating windmills in
operation, which worked well, and attracted steel from it, the tap was drawn in twenty-four
periodicals devoted to the propagation of in boiler has been used in Manchester, England,
g��eral attention. Mr. M. S. Hubbard, ex minutes after the commencement of the oper
formation relating to discoveries, inventions, for ten months, working two engines of 24
hIbIted
a new mower and reaper, which struck ation, anI! the metal allowed to flow into a
and improvements. The public mind is so horse power combined, with a consumption of
mold, which formed it into an ingot of 792
active at tbe present day, and art and science ] 35 Ibs. of coal per hour-5 3-4 Ibs . per horse us as being unusually strong and excellent.
Ibs. It was pronounced by the company as
move on and progress with such rapid strides, power per hour. He was induced to make T e raking apparatus is extremely simple. Mr.
SImon Ingersoll, of Greenpoint, L. I., exhibit sembled, a fine quality of steel-a satisfactory
that it is positively necessary to employ means such a boiler from having been employed to
.
experIment of converting crude pig iron into
of this character to keep posted up in correct construct a common boiler of 5 0-horse power ed a new and ingenious tree cutting machine.
steel in 24 minutes, without fuel. The account
information. Many pUblications contain much for a firm in Canada, which, owing to its The invention will shortly be illustrated in
of this discovery really appears something
that excite the passions, and oftentimes im great bulk and weight, and the difficulty of our columns.
ore like an Oriental tale than the descrip
�
The
most
decided
novelty
in
the
whole
ex
part to them a wrong bias j but science ap transporting it cos t three times more than the
,
hibition was Mr. Wm. Baxter's Hydro Engine. tlOn of a solid, sober invention.
peals only to the intellect and the j udgment, real price of it at his works.
NEW-YORK , SEPTEMBER 20, 1856.

?

and its influence must therefore be elevating
In the conversation which followed the read 
to every mind that pursues it. Is not thIS a ing of his essay, the great expense of trans
powerful reason why every family should porting large steam boilers to a distance was
welcome a scientific periodical and make it conceded, also that any improvement which
a housebold companion �

O ur country is a young giant : its growth

would enable a boiler to be made like a ma 

chine, in several pieces, and which could be

. '- ' .

This consists of a pair of upright pumps

which are employed to force JL current of wate
through a small turbine water wheel.

;

Power

is obtained by the rotation of the turbine shaft
Steam is admitted alternately upon the uppe

;

surfaces of the pistons, and drives them down

Reeen t American Patents.

New Lady's Saddle .-By Henry Adams, of

New York City.-Consists in certain novel
arrangements of the saddle horns, which ena

bles a lady, while riding, to sit in a very nat

ural, comfortable, and elegant posture, with
in material greatness is a modern miracle packed in small bulk, and fitted up at the thus producing the current. The descent of
both legs hanging close together, instead of
among the nations. It presents more openings place where it was to be nsed, would be of the water in one pump causes it to rise and
having one thrown up to an uncomfortable
for young men to rise to renown and wealth great advantage. This was stated to be se  carry up the piston of the other. There is a
position, and twisted, as on the common sad
than any other. Every mechanic who 'ac cured by Mr. Dunn's boiler. But it was also simple cut-off arrangement for changing the
dles. It also gives a very firm, easy, and safe
quires a master's skill of his business, coupled stated that as his return flue passed over the flow of steam from one pump to the other.
seat for riding at a quick speed, and provides
with intelligence and scientific knowledge, is top above the water line of the retorts form  The engine on exhibition worked admirably
a rest for the left leg in riding at a slow
sur� to rise to distinction. On the other hand, ing his boiler, the plan was dangerous. T o and although its rated power was only tw
speed. It saves the horse from being injured
an Ignorant man, no matter what may be the this obj ection i t w a s answered that being horses, it drove one of Barlow's new planing
across the loins, and on the off side of the
advantages presented to him, never can arise small they were very strong, also that the flue machines with apparent ease. The diameter
wither, reduces the cost of manufacture, les
to distinction-he lacks knowledge-and is heat merely dried the steam, but did not weak of the turbine employed was only four inches.
sens the weight, gives beauty and symmetry
therefore deficient in power to do so.
en the metal nor make it red hot. On this We were told that the shaft revolved 3500 to the saddle, and places it at a cost very lit 
Young mechanics ! Yours is the time of head Mr. Siemens made the following re  times per minute when working at full speed.
tle above the price of men's saddles .
The inventor claims a considerable advan
life to devote to the acquisition of positive marks :Improvement in India Rubber Overshoes.
ab
world
the
of
cares
tag
over
the
common
steam
engine
by
an
the
knowledge, before
" He thought the steam would certainly be
�
By J. A. Pease, of New York City.-The an
sorb all your time in providing the means of super-heated, to some extent, by the exposure aVOldance of friction. No fly wheel is used '
.

no eccent rlcs, no crank. The machine is very nexed cut represents a ventilating India Rub
a bare subsistance.
of the upper portion of the boiler, but this
ber
Overshoe.
By
this
improvement
the
un
A young mechanic should learn to be a good
compact, and we were told that its whole
would prove an advantage, as steam, in first
weight was less than the fly wheel used on healthiness and unpleasantness arising from the
draughtsman j his mind should be imbued
rising from water was always in a state of
ordinary engines of the same capacity. A use of rubbers is entirely obviated. The inner
with sound scientific information j he should
transition, containing a portion of water mixed
large machine of 25 horse power is building surface of the rubber is ribbed or corrugated,
be posted up in the progress of science j and
with it, being more or less imperfect as a gas .
he should be able to write and express his
for a silk factory at Paterson, N. J. , and an and thns allows a circulation of air between
'When this steam was heated a very rapid rate
other for a steam vessel. For driving pro it and the boot over which it is worn. The
opinions freely and correctly. He should have
of expansion took place during the first few
a manly ambition to be intelligent in all that
pellers, laws, etc., where great rapidity of perspiration of the foot is thus allowed to
degrees, from the whole being transformed in
pass off, the health is promoted, and the
relates to his profession ; for those who have
to a perfect gas ; but the expansion afterwards shaft is �wanted, without multiplication of
no such ambition never can rise to be good
gearing, or loss of space, it appears to be well comfort of the wearer greatly increased.
progressed at a very slow rate, approximating
mechanics or good citizens.
adapted. The parties interested think that the
to that of the expansion of air by heat. Super
. - ..
Hydro-engine, is destined to make a stir in the
heated steam gave an important advantage in
Our Inland Navillation.
world. Mr. Baxter's residence is\Newark, N.J!
working expansively, as the steam, on enter
Our country is unrivalled in the means of
There was a small display of carriages, but
ing the cylinder at the beginning of the stroke
inland navigation. It has navigable rivers
they were apparently ot the very best descrip
at
a high temperature, became partially cooled
hundreds of miles long, and extending from
tion. A Shell Phaeton, made by H. M. Mil
at once, by the cylinder being only at a mean
the center of the continent to the Atlantic
ler, of Paterson, was a splendid specimen of
temperature
considerably
below
the
highest
·
Ocean. Such natural avenues ofcommunica 
art and workmanship.
and, in this c8.se, with ordinary saturate
tion are fountllins of wealth and power to an
The vegetable kingdom was represented by
steam, the consequence of its bein g cooled was
energetic and commercial people, and have been
a small collection of cucum bers, squashes,
the
condensation
of
a
portion
of
the
steam
at
the means, almost within the memory of the liv
egg plants, etc. Mr. D. A. Bulkley' of Stone
every stroke-depositing a dew on the sides
ing of raising our country from a colony of three
Hill Farm, Williamstown, Mass ., exhibited
of the cylinder ; but if the steam were super
millions of inhabitants to a great commercial
some very creditable specimens of seedling
heated sufficiently it would not be cooled down
nation, second to none in the world and
potatoes. This gentleman states that he cul
the
condensing
point,
and
no
water
would
to
Tyre, Car
equalled only by one other.
tivates some 1 600 varieties of potatoes. We
be formed in the cylinder. The difficulty in
thage, Athens, yea, all the great commer
noticed some samples of corn, the ears of
practically applying super-heated steam was
cial nations of antiquity were mere dwarts in
which, stripped of husk, were 3 1 · 2 inches in
the
risk
of
overheating
it,
in
which
case
it
comparison with the United States of Ameri
diameter, exhibited by Master J. F. Satterth
dried up the lubricating material of the
In our cut fig. 1 is a perspective view, and
ca. Our total tunnage amounts to no less
waite, of Bellville, N. J .
cylinder,
and
caused
the
piston
to
grind.
The
than 500,000,000 tuns-about the same as
The show o f live stock horses, &c., was fig. 2 an enlarged sectional elevation of a por
boiler that had been described appeared a
tion, showing the ribs. In his patent the in
that of Great Britain j nearly all of this has
pretty good, what there was of them.
good plan for accomplishing the object under
ventor says :grown up within the present century. It such
safe controL"
" I claim making india rubber or gum shoes
has been the rapid rise of our nation in com
3lanuf.cturlng Malleable Iron and Steel
This subj ect deserves the attention of our
with the inner surfaces ribbed, corrugated, or
merClal greatness, what an immense power
Without Fuel.
engineers and boiler makers. There is noth
otherwise made uneven, for the purpose of al
will it have become in fifty years from the
The invention of H. Bessemer for manufac
ing new in retort boilers j they have been in
lowing a circulation of air between it and the
navigable
present date ! If it had no great
turing
malleable
iron
and
steel
without
fuel
nset and are so now, to a limited extent, in our
boot or shoe over which it is worn j and I
rivers or lakes, like Australia, it never could
country, but only on a small scale-in no in described in our last number, is highly extoll
cla.im this, whether it be effected in the precise
have become what it is. It might, and no
stance so far as we know, as a substitute for ed by the London Times, in a copy received manner stated or by lining the shoe with a
doubt w ?uld be a great agricultural country,
large boilers. Now the question is, " Can since our article was published. It states that similar ribbed, corrugated, or otherwise raised
but nothmg more. Its natural commercial fa
they not be made-or a modification of them the process was fairly tested on the 22d of and depressed surfaced fabric, as described.
cilities of inland lakes and rivers., stretching

to supersede, advantageously, the immense last month, with entire success, in the pres
Patented Nov. 2d, 1855. Address the inven
out their arms like fans, and spreading their
ence
of
the
most
eminent
iron
manufacturers
unwieldy boilers, as large as hay stacks, which
tor, No. 304 Broadway, N. Y., for further in
broad waters to every favoring breeze, confer
engineers,
and
scientific
men
assembled
i
are made for steamships and large stationary
forIIlation.
upon it advantages possessed by no other
London from all parts of England. It asserts
engines 1"
Breech-Loading Cannon.-By George W.
country or people.
that the magnitude and importance of the dis
... . .. ..
A practical lesson teaching us the value of
We are indebted to Hon. L. D. Campbell for covery can scarcely be exaggerated, and that Bishup, Brooklyn, N. Y., opposite New York
such advantages has just been given by the a copy of Report No, 342-" Proposed Reduc
the
the only parallel to it is to be found in the old City.-This invention relates to a cannon,
order
to
In
voyage-the first on record-of a. vessel (the tion of the Tariff of Duties."
.
movable
is
which
of
pin
breech
but kindred invention of Henry Cort. It says

�

d

:

�
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load it, the breech pin is withdrawn, the car
tridge deposited in the barrel, and the breech
pin then restored, and firmly secured.

The

invention consists in providing the breech pin

�mtritan+

H . Waterman, Hudson, N. Y. ; and t h e third ced to a quarter inch bore by incrustation ;
by the Pha;nix company, of Brooklyn, N. Y., also specimens of wrought iron one inch pipe,
whose machine was made by Mr. Hunnemall, laid down only one year, and was found com
of Boston, Mass. The engine that took the pletely choked up with tnbercules of iron rust.

second prize was a very old one. It is said The water of Lake C ochituate is hard to sat
ted by suitable mechanical means, by which that it would have taken the first prize with isfy, when it rusts and crusts wrought and
they are drawn into a recess or groove round ease, but was scantily manned.
cast-iron pipe. If Fresh Pond water contains
with a number of expanding segments, opera

The hight of the stream thrown by the first

the breech pin to allow the pin to be inserted

in or removed from the piece of ordnance. .Af

prize engine was 1 5 3 feet ;

by the second 1 5 2

ter the insertion of the breech pin, the seg

feet ; b y the third 1 4 9 feet.

This was pretty

any free carbonic or other acid, Prof. Hors
ford knows that galvanized wrought iron pipe
will not withstand its action very long.

1 844, .Anti-deposit mixtures-Ritterbrandt.
1 846, Injection Tubular Condenser-Pirsson.
1 846, Re-injection Tubular C ondenser ; third

patent of Howard.
1846, .Anti-incrustation mixture-Delfosse.

.Anti- C orrosive

1846,

plating-Elsner

and

Philips.
1846, Revolving Tubular C ondenser-C rad

dock.
1846, .Anti-deposit preparation-Graham.

good playing. The result of the trial is quite
groove, so as to form stays to act between the flattering to the builders of the successful en
pin and the solid metal of the exterior of the gines, although their reputation as manufac

CIll'o nological

prevented from driving out when the explosion

1 7 7 9 , Tubular C ondenser-Watt.

1 847, Blow-off Valve-Copeland.

1 8 0 5 , Tubular Injection C ondenser-Evans.

1 848, .Anti-corrosive mixtures-Seaton.

1 8 0 7 , Tallow in use on the Thames.

1 848, .Acetic .Acid and .Acetate of Potass re-

ments are expanded or spread laterally into a

breech.

The pin is thus secured, held, and

turers of excellent fire engines had been es
tablished " long, long ago ."

takes place.
Parlan Ornamentg.

Hand Corn Planter .-By H. B . Ha=on,

Those beautiful small white figures-single

Bristolville, Ohio.-This is another of those
contrivances that are carried in the hand like
a cane, the planting being accomplished by
thrusting the lower end of the machine down
upon the ground.

The invention consists in a

novel arrangement of parts for depositing the
seed into the lower end of the tube, ready for
being forced into the soil by a plunger, where
by all liability (If clogging and bruising the
seed is prevented, and increased simplicity and
certainty in the planting operation is secured.
Washing Machine.-By Israel F. Brown, of

C olumbus, Ga.-The clothes are placed in a
slatted cylinder, made like a squirrel cage.
Said cylinder has within it at each end, an ob

Ii . ue corrugated board, and when the cylin
der rotates, the boards cause the clothes to
tumble lrol'l one end of the machine to the
other, thus assisting the cleansing.
Saw

Gummer.-By L . .A. Dole, of Salem,

Ohio.-C onsists in the employment of a mov
able and fixed die, placed in a stock, so ar
ranged as to form a powerful and convenient
instrument for cutting the saw teeth.

frem a doughy mass, but formed into a creamy
consistency (as in the finest porcelain) and
poured into the molds.

Tlae models

of the

figures are made by skillful sculptors, and from
these molds are taken. The pariim liquid,

when poured into the molds, solidifies, and is
afterwards slightly baked, until It becomes

firm, when the molds are taken to pieces, the
casts liberated, and the rough parts on their
surfaces carefully removed.

A single mold

cannot be made to cast a single figure, it is
the

product

of several.

The

head,

the

.Albion, Wis.-C onsists, first, in operating the

only a part of a figure is produced by one

sickle by a crank fitted and working within a

mold, and some groups require no less than

loop attached to the sickle. Second, in a raking

fifty.

Third,

.After the molding and first baking, the most

in placing the driving wbeel upon an arm of a

difficult part has still to be performed, name

lever, which is allowed to slide, so that a

ly, the building up and keeping the sepa

wheel on the driving wheel shaft may be rate parts in perfect

form.

. A ll the pieces

thrown in and out of gear with a pinion, when have to be cemented together, and the j oints
desired, and the machine drawn from place to

so obliterated that they cannot be perceived.

place without giving motion to the working

There is also another source of trouble to the

parts.

parian artist-tbe shrinking of the material

.I1ttaching Horses to

Vehicles .-By Geo. H

Gray, Sen. of Clinton, Miss.-C onsists in a de
vice attached to the shafts, and connected with
the harness, whereby the usual whiflletree and
traces are dispensed with, and the horse read
ily detached from the vehicle if he attempts
to run away or becomes unruly.
New

Method

of Drawing

Wire.-By

Noette, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

F.

opposite New

York City.-The wire is cut from a disk of
iron by bringing the edge of the sheet in con
tact with a cutter, somewhat after the manner
that a cobbler cuts a shoe string from a disk
of leather.

The strips of metal, as fast as they

come from the cutter, are passed through draw
plates of the ordinary kind, which reduce them
to wires of the desired size.

The wire is then

wound on reels. There is a peculiar arrangement
for feeding the metal disks up to the cutters.
The reels are also so made as to be capable
of being collapsed after a sufficient coil has
been wound upon them, and thus permit the
convenient removal of the wire.
------.--...�.�----
Great Trial

of J<'ire

Engines.

Classic New Haven-the City of Elms-has
exhibited a most astonishing and commenda

in drying, owing to the great amount of water
it contains, and which is driven off thereby.
If one part of a figure shrinks more than its
corresponding part it

may produce a wry

necked Venus, or a hunch-backed .Adonis.
.And even when a figure is all made up, and its
parts nicely proportioned and fitted, they have
all to be further dried, and finally annealed in
an oven, in which processes they are liable to
be injured in their form by unequal heating
,
whereby they may be twisted and cracked.
There is, therefore, a vast amount of waste
and breakage in the manufacture of parian
ornaments, and this is one reason why they
are so dear.

But when the gracefulness of

their execution and their beautiful appearance
are taken into consideration, rivalling as they
do the finest chiseled marbles, they are, after
all, not dear, for the same work, in marble,
could not be produced at a hundred times
their cost.
Parian manufactures, as a new branch of
the ornamental arts, are hailed by the lovers
of the beautiful, because such works are now
brought within the reach of the many, and
have an elevating influence.
..

and try their skill by throwing tall streams introduction of Fresh Pond water, Prof. Hors
over tall poles . This year three splendid ford, of C ambridge, in the Chronicle, puts a
prizes were offered them, of $500, $250, and few pertinent questions to them. He says he
$100, open to all fire engines.
The trial came has been informed that these gentlemen con
off on the 5th inst., and nineteen fire engines sidered such pipe permanently protected
entered tbe lists-one from no less a distance

and

Deposits

1 846, Patent Mahogany Sawdust-.Anthony

Means
in

to

Steam

Prevent
BoUers.

against the corrosive action of fresh water,
and he requests that a demonstration of this

Each machine played out of 450 fe�t of be given by them, by exhibiting galvauized
The first prize was won by the Rippo iron pipe used for ten or twelve years in New
wan company, of Stamford, C onn., whose ma York or Philadelphia. The Professor also
hose.

chine was made by Mr. Button, of Waterford, states that he has specimens of two inch cast
N. Y. ; the second by the Damper company, iron pipe laid down in Boston, which was ta
Hartford, C onn., whose engine was made by ken up after four years, and was found redu_

and Barnum.
1 847, Tubular Condenser-Ericsson.

1 8 1 8, Sediment C ollectors-Haliburton.

commended.

1 8 1 9 , Potatoes iil use on the Thames.

1823, High pressure steam affirmed to forbid

deposit.
1 824, Marbles, Oyster Shells, etc., recommen-

ded as collectors.

1 848, Carbonate of Soda used by Harris.
1 848, Tubular .Air Condeuser-Stenson.
1 848, Prismatic Oak Protectors-Cave'.
1 848, Double Vacuum T ubular

1 849, Salinometer-How and Sewe l l .
1849, Chamber Condenser-Urwin.
1849, Regenerative Plate Condenser-Siemens.
1 849, Tubular Condenser and .Auxiliary En-

gine-Ericsson and (apparently) Newton.
1 8 5 0 , Salinometer-Spray.
1 8 5 0 , Tubular Condenser and re-heater-Bald

win.
1 8 5 1 , .Anti-corrosive Plating-Grissell .
1 8 5 1 , Tubular

1 824, Plate C ondenser-Joslin.

ent of Howard.
1 825, Mixture for cleaning boiler scale-Gur-

ney.
1826, Soap and Horse Chesnuts recommended.
1 826, Inj ection Plate C ondenser-Yandall.
1 886, Fat Meat and balls of grease recom-

mended.

1 8 5 1 , M ono - zy gm at i c C ondenser-Miller.
1852, Preventing SCl1le-Sebbald.
1 8 5 3 , Tubular C ondenser-Cra wford.
1854, Tubular C ondenser-Carpenter.
1854, T ub ul ar C on den s e r- S ew e ll.
1 854, Tuhular Condenser-Waterman.
1854, Tubular C ondenser-Brown.
1 854, Tubular C ondenser-Bollman.
1854, Removing Scale-D i mpfel .

1 827, Voltaic method for deposits-Dumas.

1 8 54, Preventing Scale-S mith.

1 827 , Sediment C ollectors-Scott.
1827, Plate .Archimedes C ondenser-Wheeler.
1 8 28, C oal Tar recommended.

1 829, Self-.Acting Scott's Collectors-.Armstrong.
1 8 3 0 , Improved Sediment C ollectors-Taylor.
1830, Concentric Plate Condenser-Church.

1855, Coil C ondenser-Hogg .
1855, P ur ifyi n g Feed Water-Weissenborn.

Removing

1856,

1 8 3 1 , Tubular C ondenser ; first patent of Hall.

1856, Preventing Incrustations-Sloan.

1 8 5 6 , Tubular C ondenser-Denniston.
n:.e�I ;iH;.'; Gl'npes in

11032, Re-injecting Condenser ; second patent
of Howard.

\\ inter.

The following method of keeping grapes in
winter

Rnral

1 833, Improved Condenser-Gordon.

is

given by a cOlTespondent of the

New Yorke,. :-

" I have packed grapes in various ways-in
second patent of cotton batting, in cotton wadding, with the

stems tied with twine, and with paper between

1833, Sperm Oil foots recommended by Bed-

the layers-and have arrived at the conclusion

ford.

that none of these things are necessary, unless

1 833, Inj ection Tubular C ondenser-Holmes.

the grapes 9,re put into tight boxes.

1 833, Prismatic Collectors-Jennings.

C ondensing system ;

and

1856, Tubular C ondenser-King.

1 8 3 1 , .Anti-Sediment boiler-Collier.
1 8 3 1 , Charcoal recommended by Ferrari.

1 834,

Incrnstations-Everet

T homs on .

1 8 5 6 , Tub ul ar C ondenser-Miller.

1831, Improved C ondenser-Berry.

Hall.

C ondenser aud Evaporator-

Lynch.
1 8 5 1 , Zinc protectors-Babington.

1825, Injection Condensing system ; first pat

1833, Tubular C ondenser ;

C ondenser-

Pirsson.

1 8 5 1 , Anti-deposit mixture- Saillard .

1 824, Oxalate of .Ammonia in feed water.

third patent

If so

packed there must be some dry substance to

of

absorb the moisture, (always passing off more

Hall.

or less until tbe fruit becomes perfectly dry)

1 834, External Plate C ondenser-Napier.

otherwise it will mildew and rot the grapes.

1835, Tubular C ondenser-Pecqueur.

The frui t keeps the best, I think, to let it

1 836, External Injection Tubular C ondenser-

hang on the vines as late as it can and not

Symington.

ireeze ;

1837, .Argile or Prepared Clay-Choix.

pick on a dry day, and place it in

shallow boxes, not more than two clusters

1837, Galvanic Paint-Sorel.

deep ;

1 838, Graphite Paste-Gantier and Kennedy.

keep it in as cool a place as you can

and not let it freeze, and where there is suffi
cient circulation of air to carry off the mois 

1838, Cleaning boiler Bcale, Method of-Dear.
1838, .Air Condenser-Collins.

ture.

1839, Zinc Protectors-Althans.

I have kept them

in this way until

.April, and though towards the last they were

1839, Plate C ondenser-Zander.

indented like raisins, they still retained their

1839, Salt deposit preventing apparatus-Sea

delicious flavor."

. -----.�
. ..g
....""'...
-----
Ascent of Mount Arra rat.

ward.

ea · ...

Galvanized Iron Waler Pipe.

ble fire annihilating spirit during the past few
Messrs. J. J. Walworth & C o ., of Boston,
years, by inviting fire companies, with their having announced that they were ready to
engines, from different cities-near and remote furnish galvanized wrought-iron water pipes
-to come up to Collegedum once per annum, for streets and dwellings, preparatory to the

than Chicago, Illinois.

Corl'osion

of

and in groups-exposed in the show windows of
1 8 2 0, Tubular C ondenser-Bresson.
large china ware stores, and on the mantel 1 8 8 1 , Muriatic
Acid for cleaning boiler scale
pieces of parlors are called " Parian marble,"
D' .Arcet.
but they are formed of the same materials as
1 8 2 1 , Barley Combings and Peat in use.
fine unglazed porcelain. In softness of tint
1 8 2 1 , .Amylaceous substances in general sug
it rivals the finest marble employed in stat
gested.
uary. It is composed of nearly two-thirds of 1 8 2 1 , Blowing off-Boulton and Watt.
ground flint, one-third of fine 6hinese clay 1822, Change Water or Brine
Pumps-lIfands 
and very minute portions of lime, soda, pot
lay and Field.
ash, magnesia, and a trace of iron. These are 1 822, Lime or equivalent
alkali suggested by
very carefully calcined, ground, sifted, and
Faraday.
rendered perfectly impalpable. It is not molded 1822, Tubular C ondenser-Napier.

Improved Harvester.-By W. P. Maxson, of limbs, the drapery, have so many curves that

apparatus moved by an endless chain.

. -. . ...
Record

1839, Blow-off valves-Kingston.

Five Englishmen have, according to tbe

1 840, Common Salt and Muriate of Potash

London Times, recently made the ascent of

recommended by Flesselle.

�Iount Arrarat, in Armenia, which tradition

1 840, .Anti-Corrosive Plating-NeHson.

points out as the place where Noah' s Ark rest

1 840, Tubular Air Condenser-Craddock.

ed, after the Flood.

1840, Curved Tubular C ondenser-Treadwell.

the level of the sea.

1 840, Galvanic Paint-Knapp.

It is 1 7,323 feet above
It is stated that they

reached the very summit, which never had

1841, Quick-lime in feed water-Beale.

been ascended by any person before.

1841, Muriatic .Amalgam-Wall.

.. .. . ..

1 842, Tubular U ondenser-Lynch.

Iron Railroad Cars.

1 843, Mahogany Sawdust used.

Messrs. Passavant and Archer, of this city,

1 843, Salinometer-Russell.

have six elegant iron cars, for our city rail

1 843, Tubular C ondenser-Stephens.

roads, nearly completed.

1 844, Inverted cylinder preservers-Jones.

ed according to La Mothe's patent.
.. ' 48» ' "

1844, Patent C ondenser-Smith.
1844, .Animal

Our publishers, when they reprint foreign

Fiber generally recommended

books, should always give the date of their

by Greaves.
1 844, .Anti-deposit mixtures-Watteen.
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NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION
THE
C ll O U G A L L ' S PATENT mSINFECTING T HE
Maryland Inititute for the Promotion ofOF
the Me�
M POWDER.-The chea:pest and mos� e�cient t;ii.sin� chanic
Arts will be opened at the Institute�s spacious
fectant yet produced-contams no corrOSlveandmgredlents,
nurseries; hall. Baltimore. on Wednesday. Oct. lst. and continue
and may be safely used in dwel1ing�houses improves
the to Oct. 29th. 1856. Goods for exhibition and competition
also stables, &c .. as this disinfector greatly
Sold in will be received at any time prior to Friday night. Sept.
quality of all manures for agricultural pU):poses.Beekman
which for exhibition only. exce t such as the
package� by all Druggists. E . BAYN E,s, l03 2* 3 26th. after
t
e is h
i e
street, N, Y , Agent for the United States.
���n;� !�t:3��e �a1r�;fl��� d�:, b��Cfa1l�j�� � !�
from
unavoidable
detention. The co-operation of the
Geared I.athe, swings manufacturers, mechanics.
Double
large
SALF-A
OR
artists. and the community
F 9 feet by 26 ieet ; to be sold cheap. Apply at the generally is respectfully solicited.
Circulan embodying
Phrenix }�oundry, corner of West and Vestry streets,
J. P., ofN. Y.-Colza oil is held to be superior to sperm
1* ��f o��!�l�}����i!��ftf b�P:;���tl�sf���i�h�deb;���
New York.
for light·house�. l�ape seed oil, when purified, is very
ROBINSON'S PATENT HEAll TURN plleahon to John S . SeIbY' M�'i:VAoV1�ls�*'¥�'
gooa for illumination, and is similar to Colza oil. Sun�
N • W.
ING AND PLANING .MACHINE, for Heads of 51 4
Chairman of the Exhibition Committee .
flower oil is of greater specific gravity, contains more solh!
r
m
n a
�h;;�
matter, and does not burn with such a clear flame. The
h�a�� ::r ��u���(vth!iC:::�;t �e�}!�t le��r\ ��;�o
at
..
Y
N.
Pa1ace,
Crystal
the
at
exhibition
S A \VIS-We respectfully call the atten
mCULAR
on
one
be
will
purifying ofthese vegetable oils is somewhat expensive.
C tion of manufacturers
of lumber to the great improve�
the Fair of the American Institute, in October,seewhere
,J. S. of Mass.-Yours will be attended to as soon as pos.
it in ments
Machines or State rights c!!h
for
wishing
the manutacture of OUI
introduced
recently
those
..
�,��--.
.
-------All Circular Sawl4. Being sole inproprietors
-------
of Southwell's
operation and judge of its merits for themselves.should
sible.
communications in relation to machines and rights CO., patent for grinding saws, we are enabled to grind circular
Important Items.
W. B . of Ohio.-\\re do not know of any fire·proof
&
SCRIBNElt
accuracy
greatest
the
with
feet
six
to
inches
six
from
saws
be addressed to ROBINSON,
1 4* and precision. '11he impossibility of grinding a saw
MODELs-Inventors, in constructing their models, should Keeseville, Essex Co., N. Y.
varnish that is elastie, and fit for coating a balloon.
with.
out leaving it uneven III thickness has always been ac�
\\-r . McC of Pa.-We do not know that we shall pub. bear in mind that they must not exceed a foot in meas
t
s
r
n
e
lish an engraving of Breed's ,ragon Brake. If you wish urement in either direction. They will also remember BLOWING MACHINERY )<'Olt SALi;;-A pair � �;i:�j � ��tn !� ���e�����fi�hiI:t�a�:� �th;�:k.
of double acting Blowing' CyJinderso 42x30 inches, in
ff s,
o
t
to get full particulars in regard to this invention, you had that the law requires that all models shall be neatly
perfect order. Also a horizontal Stea�n Engine, 16x36
n:���i�h� Ji��St 1i��� �v:�ilt ;�:�a�t �: s:��
and substantially made of durable material. Ifmade inches,
better order a copy of the patent from Washington.
Jer- �fii
at the Atlas Foundry, foot of W<lyne street,I P
to be free from these defects ther are made perfectly
S., of Ya.-tVe are not aware that any patent ha,'i of soft wood they should be painted or stained. _ W�
even in thickness. or gradually lllcrease in thickness
from the edge to the center, as may be desired. As there
been issued of late for an improvement in steam plows.
We shall esteem it a great favor if inventors will
are no thick or thin places. the friction on the surface of
COGSWllLL
always attach their names to such models as they eend
0 . 0 . , J. II. W., and other anonymous correspondents,
STCOTT,
GENTS WA.!"\'TEll-WE
consequently it will remain stiff and
& CO., manufacturers of Westcott's Railway Door the saw is wliform,
are respectfully informed that we will not answer letters us. It will save us much trouble. and prevent the lia� A
perfect arti� !���th��a';�ll�:n\u:����d���ft:o� \;:sli�bl!��'be!��e s�:.
most
the
offer
to
prepared
now
are
Springs
not accompanied with the writer's name. vVe have bility of their being mi�laid.
cle yet invented. Agents wanted in every county of un true. This is the oldest etablishment now in existence
For for the manufacture of circular saws in the U nited States.
a right to know the names of those who apply to us PATENT LAWS AND GUIDJ.: TO INvEN'l'ons.-'fhis pam. sold territory in the United States and Canada.
agencies or rights, address B. H. JtA..BCOCK, General
having been e!o1tablished in the year 1830. Orders re �
for information.
1 2*
ph let contains not only the laws but all information Agent. No. 3 Cortland st., N . Y.
ceived at our Warehouse, No. 4.8 Congress st Boston.
J. D. M., of 1't.-We are unable to give the informa
WtJLOli & GRIFFI'l'IlS.
44 13 '"
touching the rules and regulations of the Pa.tent Office
tion you want about hay fork makers, and dealers in Price 12 1·2 cents per copy. A Circular. giving in� ,.-'HE PA'J'EN'!' llECISION-To the Editors of the
in your
mallet and anger handles. 'Fe are not personally ac structions to inventors in regard to the size and proper .II.. SCIEN'r IFlc A.I\oIERICAN :-'1'he statement
and straight
MACHINE.,-Cireular
NIT'l'ING
jury K knitting machines of all sizes and gauges
paper of this morning in regard to the verdictaofthe
on hand
q uainted with any one engaged in such busines�.
Georgia, is perverted and ma.de to order.
construction of their models with other useful informat in the case of (Jeorge Page
AI.. TER AIK}1jN, }�ranklin, N.H.
\V
S. C. Brinson, Middletown, Pa., wishes to correspond
one. It i� true that the verdict WM in favor of the defend
46 13*
at
gratis
fUl'nished
is
pateut.
a
for
applicant
an
to
tion
aut, but not upon the ground stated in the Elmira Adver
with some manufacturer of malleable spring wire for this office upon application by mail.
tiser. which you copied. On the first ballot of the jury
AGE'S PA'J'EN'I' PERPETUAL LIME KILN,
horse rakes.
there were 7 for the plaintiff and 5 for the defendant.
P will burn 100 barrels of lime with three cords of
subscrip.
for
office
the
at
paid
is
money
n,ECEIPTS-'When
A . D. It . , of Ill.-Your plan of la.ying It. It . tracks i
The jury then proceeded to take up each. ques�.io� s�par
wood every 24 hours ; likewise my coal kiln wiH burn 150
of
priOrIty
of
sub�
when
but
j
given
be
always
will
it
for
receipt
a
tion.
questIon
the
upon
passed
they
First,
:
Iltaly
bushel witn 1 tuh bituminouJi coal in the same time ; coal
very good. 1.1ho chief objection is the expen.'ie. It i." not
scribers r.emit their money by mail, they may consider invention, and decided in favor of plaintiff, George Page. is not mixed with limestone . Rights for sale.
patentable ; no company would ever adopt it .
C . D. PAGE, Rochester, N. Y.
the arrha1 of the first paper a bona fide acknowledg. ��:�t?t D;e��i�hisw;��s��� tt�: j:::�es��;3�ifut:il�{aintlifi· 45 26
1. A. B . , of'Vis.-'V"e are not acquainted with any meth_
in the �o STEAM ENGINE.,-From 3 t o ·i0.horse power
and 4 for defendant, and so stood unti1 5 o'clockdefend
od of dissolving glue in oil, for coating patterns. Coat the ment of the receipt of their funds.
morning, and ultimately brought in a verdict for
�
also portable eng-ines and boilers ; they are first
patterns with glue fIrst ; allow them to-dry, and then..ap. Ii'OREIGN SUBSCRIBERs-Our Canada and Nova Scotia ant, upon the testimony ofone of the witnes"les for defend� clasi'l
engines. and will be sold cheap for cash. WM
who swore that he had tended the mill from the time
ply the oil. ']'his may an3wer the purpose mentioned by patrons are solicited to compete with our citizents for itant,started,
41 tf
102 Front st. , llrooklyn.
BURDON.
this
that it never had end·play. And
the valuable prizes offered on the next volume. [It is formed theand
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LIterary Notice••
IRVING'S LIFE OY WAS;;;GToN.-The second volume
of the popular edition of this incomparable work has just
been published. It is embellished "\\ ith a line portrait. of
Maj. Gen. Philip Schuyler. It co," ers a perIod, bf'glI�
ning with the assumption of the commJ.nd of the AmerI_
can armies by the immortal Washington, down to the
time of the battle of Princeton. Many interesting facts,
incidents. and details, never before made public, are pre
sented, clothed in the charming language and style so
peculiarly belonging to the gifted author . G. P. Putnam
& Co., Publishers, 321 Broadway, N. Y. Price $1.
My COUSIN NICHOLAs-By Rev. Richard Barbour.s
n
io
�F� �;:c�}�r��� !���:�fis��d ':;�i��:. Tt!�!J��gl!sb�
Legends," everywhere well known, are the productions
of this author. The present work will find thousands of
readers. Ross & 'fousey, 103 Nassau street, New York,
publishers.
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strengthened b y adding a fresh quantity o f potassium i n soft water, and apply i t with a
the cyauuret silver solution. The process is pen or camel's hair pencil to the surface of the
very simple, and is stated to be as effective as suspected bill.

========-

a valuable improvement.
.. . �

Zlncine Iron.

Alex. Watt, editor of the electro-metallur
gical department of the London Chemist has

To

..

Detect Photographic

If genuine, the solution will

ha:ve no effect upon it , but if a photograph,

silvering by the UBe of a battery ; if so it is

Bank Notes.

by the cyanate, is immediately decomposed ,
and the paper returns to its original white 

generally of only a few pounds weight-are
first ' sawn into thin plates, with revolving
metal disks, sand and water being fed into the
cut.

NEW WATER ELEVATOR.

The curved pieces of this mineral are cut

by bent saws, the management of which is
very difficult.

anide of potassium in twenty gallons of rain

The workman cuts his veneers according to

water in a suitable vessel, and to this adds Ii

the shades and veins of the mineral, so as to

These are

produce the best effect when all the pieces are

stirred together, and several large porons cells,

fitted into the finishe d article.

like those employed in a Daniell's battery, are

The edges of

the pieces are ground quite smooth by revolv

placed in it, and a strong solution-6 1bs. to the

ing copper wheels, like those which our j ewel

gallon-ofthe cyanide of potassium poured into

ers employ.

each, until the hight of this solution is on a

The pieces are united with a ce

ment colored with malachite

level with the ammonia cyanide liquor outside.

powder,

and

when all fitted into a frame, the entire surface

Several pieces of copper are now attached to

is ground and polished.

a copper wire connected to the negative pole

The price of the fin

est specimens of malachite is about three dol

of a galvanic battery-some of these pieces

lars per pound.

each porous cell.

It receives a high polish, and

is used for ear-rings, snuff· boxes, and other or

Several pieces of zinc are now immersed in

namental articles ; but although it is 80 beau

the solution outside of the cells, and they are

tiful,

connected by the copper wire to the positive

owing

to

its

delicate

shadings of

color, it is not much e steemed by jewelers,

pole of the battery, which is set into action

because it is 80 brittle, and difficult to work ;

and allowed to continue until three ounces of
zinc to every gallon of the solution, has been
dissolved from the pieces of zinc immersed in
it.

The pieces

slit, in the same manner that fine marble is

He dissolves 12 1-2 Ibs of the commercial cy

of copper are placed in

In St Petersburg there is a large manufac 

tory of malachite ornaments.

Make a saturated solution of the cyanate of ness.

covering steel and iron with a coating of zinc.

ammonia.

whole being valued at $90,000.

all the dark apparently printed part touched

taken out a patent for the following method of

Ibs. of strong liquid

A fin e chimney piece and numerous vases 0
the same material were grouped together, the

it is sometimes passed off in jewelry for tor
quois, but it i 8 inferior in hardness to this
precious stone .

This amount can be found out by meas

Tn the Palace of Versailles, Paris, there is

uring the liquid and weighing the zinc before
the latter is immersed. The porous cells are

one room furnished with tables , vases, ana

now removed, and a solution of carbonate of
potassa (5 Ib3 .) is added to the zinc cyanide

found in our own copper mines have only

ammonia solution!in the vessel.

other articles of malachite.

The specimens

been employed to grace cabinets, in a miner

The bath is

ological sense ;

then stirred, and a white precipitate falls to its
bottom. When this has subsided, the clear

but the time will yet arrive

when it will be used in American ornamental
art, rivalling the finest productions of the

is poured off into another vessel, and is fit for
use. The iron articles to be coated, are first

Rnssian E mpire.

plnnged in a pickle composed of one lb. of
sulphuric acid, and half a pound of muriatic
(hydrochloric) acid in two gallon! of water.
This pickle removes the scale or oxyd ; they
are then rinsed in rain water, brushed with a

hard brush and sand, and finally rinsed in soft
water-all the oxyds must be removed, and no
grease or sweat from the hands allowed on
They are now placed in the zinc so

them.

O F TH E

lution described, and connected in the well
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known way, to the negative pole of a battery,
when a zinc deposition on them begins at
once.

As soon as they are sufficiently coated,

T W E L F T H

they are removed, rinsed in warm rain water
and placed in dry saw dust to dry them. They

are afterwards rendered bright by a scratch
brush, or gently scouring with fine sand and

Read ! Read ! ! Read ! ! !

a soft brush.
This is a more expensive and troublesome

�

during the rise of th e bu �ket, an causing the
New Water Elevator.
Our engraving shows an improvement, the other pawl to lock. Thls permlts the shaft
practiced, of dipping the cleaned iron into a object of which is to afford an easy means of B, to be revolved in a contrary direction, so
solution of salammoniac, and from thence into
return the b� cket j u�t raised to the well,
raising water, besides causing the buckets to as to
a bath of molten zinc covered with ground fill and empty themselves, permit the use of and at the sam e tlme to hft the other bucket.
glass, but it may be superior to it. The zinc
The buckets are emptied by means of a proone or two buckets, at pleasure, etc.
J, on the buckets, which catches
is liable to go on unevenly by the molten bath
A A' are too pulley wheels with grooved j ecting pin,
process, whereas it will be vQry evenly depos
cross rod, I, as the buckets rise, and
peripheries, on which the bucket ropes, C under the
ited by the electrotype process described. Iron wind. Pulleys, A A', are both placed on cause them to tip over and pour their contents
plates and other articles can be tinned by shaft, B, but they an loose upon it, and are into trough L .

I

method of zincing iron than that commonly

the electrotype process, by using a solution of also separate from each other. They are reF or further inform ation address the inven
the chloride of tin, such articles will take on volved by means of pinion, E , which is firmly tor, H. B. Barker, Scott, C ourtlandt C o ., N
a coat of molten zinc, (if dipped into it,) on attached to shaft B. This pinion, E gears Y . Patented July 8th, 1856.
,
the top of the tin.
with another pinion, F, which meshes with a
. . - . ..

Slivering

A patent has lately been taken out in Franc e

This is a copper ore much prized m the orWhen the crank is turned, shaft B acts namental arts . It is a peculiar variety of the
through the pinions, E F, on the cogged teeth green carbonate of copper, and is found in a
A' .

by B. Adville, of Paris, for a new method of of A', and causes it to revolve.
silvering iron or copper.

�al:hit::

series of teeth located on the inside of pulley

Metal .

The process con

sists in dissolving about three ounces and a

Y E A R

When it is desired to use both buckets si-

number of localities, but perfect crystals are
very rare. It usually accompanies other cop

multaneously, one to rise, full of water, and per ores, and forms incrustations which, when
quarter of pure silver in double the quantity the other, empty, to descend, the two pulleys thick, have the colors banded, and extremely
of nitric acid, and adding to it two pounds of are conne cted together by thumb screw, D, so delicate in their shades and blending. The
cyanuret of potassium dissolved in ten quarts

The most extensively circulated. the most inte rest
ing. reliable. attractive. and cheapest publication of its
kind. is the SOIENTIFIO AMERIOAN. It has. by
far. the largest circulation, and stands, by common con
aent. at the head of all other scientific papers in the
world. Ita contributors and Editors are PRACTICAL'
ENXRGETIC. and EXPERIENCED lIEN. whose con
tant endeavor is to extend the area of knowledge, by
presenting it to the mind, in a aimple, attractive, and
practical form.
The SOIENTIFIO AMERIOAN is printed once a
week, in convenient quarto form for binding, and pre .
sents an elegant typographical appearance. Every Dum
ber contains Eigh Large Pages. of reading. abundantly

t

illustrated with ORIGINAL ENGRA VINGS.
All the most valuable patented discoveries are delinea
ted and described in its issues, so that. as respects inven
tions. it may be justly regarded as an ILLUSTRAT E D
REPERTORY. where t h e inventor m a y learn what has
bean done before him. and where he may bring to the
world a KNOWLEDGE of his own achievements.
REPORTS OF U. S. PA TENTS granted are also pub.
lished every week. including Official Copiu of all the
PATENT CLAIM S . These Claims are published in
the S CIENTIJ'IO AMlIRICAN l·n arlvanc6 o[ all othe,' pa-

Mechanics, Inventors. Engineers. Chemistp.. Manufac 
turers. AgriculturisUi. and People of every Profess",·on in
Life . will find the SOIENTIFIO AMERIOAN to be of
great value in their le!pective callings.
Its eounsels and suggestions will save them Hundreds
01 Dol/an an Dually, besides affording them continual
source of knowledge. the experience of which is be
yond pecuniary estimate.
A NEW VOL UME commenced September 13. 1866
Now is the time to subscribe ! Specimen Copies sent

that when A' revolves A will also turn. But copper mine of Cheshire, Conn., has produced
When well stirred, seven ounces of when it is desired to use only one bucket, the handsome specimens, so have some of the cop
fine whiting in powder are added, well stirred, thumb screw, D, is withdrawn, and then A, per mines of New Jersey, but the mines of
then allowed to settle. The metal articles to being loose on shaft, B, and separate from A', Siberia are the most distinguished for large
be silvered are placed in a bath of the clear of will not turn. This is a very quick and con- and fine specimens, and at the World's Fair,
this liquor diluted with twice the quantity of venient mode of disconnecting the action of in London, the Russian Department was the grati!.
TERMS
soft water. When they have remained a suf the pulleys.
admiration of all visitors, because of the numonths.
ficient time in it to be impregnated (which
G G are pawls, which alternately catch in merous articles of ornamental malachite dis
of water.

can be known by examining them,) they are the cogged teeth of A', and prevent the latter played. A pair of malachite doors, 14 feet
taken out rubbed with dry whiting, washed from revolving, except in the proper direction, high and 7 feet broad were much extolled.
and then rubbed with a dry cloth, when they hold it in any given position, etc. One of the The mineral formed the veneering, one-fourth
assume a brilliant white appearance. The ar pawls is always engaged with the teeth of A' . of an inch thick, built
upon a frame of meta!.
ticles to be silverized in this manner, must be The pawls, G, are connected with pins, H, The pieces were most tastefully arranged,
and
well cleaned before they are placed in the which are so located that the bails of the produced a fine
effect. Thirty men were em
bath ; no oxyd or grease must be allowed to buckets, when they come up, will strike their ployed a whole year
in cutting, fitting, and
remain on a single spot. When a new batch respective pins, H, and shift the pawls, throw- polishing the
pieces, and the work went on,
of articles are be silvered, the bath has to be ing out the one that had been locked with A day
and night, from May, 1850, to May, 1851.
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